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This thesis presents application of an interactive
computer model designed for more efficient utilization of
available manpower within the Aviation Warfare Community.
Officer Master Billet Pile data are analyzed for the purpose
of determining relevant aviation input parameters in five
aviation subcommunities , including prop pilots, prop NFO T s
,
jet pilots, jet NFO's, and helo pilots. Specific operational
tour structures are defined for each subcommunity and
current information for officer inventory and operational billet
requirements is used to calculate operational and command
tour opportunities or shortfalls for specific tour positions
over projected fiscal years for each subcommunity. Model
capability is demonstrated by adjusting organization re-
quirements, billet requirements, grade requirements, and tour
positions. The model confirms serious aviation shortfalls
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Manpower, always an important part of the national de-
fense effort, has assumed even greater importance in recent
years. During the era of the all-volunteer force, the
acquisition of talented and qualified individuals has become
a central issue for defense policy makers. As stated by
Secretary of Defense, Harold Brown, in his Report to the
Congress for Fiscal Year 1980 [Ref. 1]:
"The overiding Defense Manpower objective is to increase
combat effectiveness of the Armed Forces. In that
effort, the most important factor, often taken for
granted in discussions of sophisticated equipment, is
attracting and retaining capable, motivated people."
The goal of increased combat effectiveness through the
retention of motivated people can be achieved only if scarce
manpower resources are properly managed.
"Management", in this instance, is the planning and in-
tegration of effort, judicious use of resources, motivation
of people, and provision of leadership in order to guide an
organization toward its goals and objective in an efficient
manner [Ref. 2]. To carry out the above functions, toward
the end of increased combat effectiveness, defense managers
are engaged in a continuous process of making decisions;




In the past, decision making has been considered an
"art"; a talent learned only through long years of ex-
perience using a methodology of trial and error. While the
concept of management as an art is still valid, decision
making based solely on experience and trial and error can
be very costly and inefficient in today's dynamic national
defense environment.
Military manpower managers in particular are faced with
a number of serious problems which require systematic
analysis , rather than piecemeal proceedures dependent on
trial and error methods to solve. One such problem facing
manpower managers in the United States Navy is the management
of the Unrestricted Line Officer (URL) corps, which has
incurred serious shortages in the recent past. These short-
ages, which permeate most URL communities, have been caused
by various internal and external factors ranging from the
arduous nature of Naval sea duty, to complaints of low pay
and eroding benefits, to competion from the civilian sector.
While the Department of Defense has taken positive steps to
stem the outflow of experienced URL officer manpower, the
closed nature of the military personnel system requires
that manpower managers distribute the remaining line
officers in ways that contribute to the successful accomplish-
ment of defense mission objectives, i.e., combat effectiveness
13

To properly plan for effective distribution of scarce
officer manpower resources in an environment as dynamic as
the defense community requires the collection, organization,
and analysis of a diverse and voluminous amount of informa-
tion in a short amount of time [Ref. 3]« Manpower planners
must have the capability to interpret and integrate this
information quickly and concisely. Concurrently, they must
have the capability to analyze the effect that changing
policies have on distribution decisions. The application of
a computerized manpower planning model could provide this
capability.
Research has recently been completed at the Naval Post-
graduate School on several interactive manpower models
designed to enhance the decision making process of planners
and analysts in all major Unrestricted Line Officer com-
munities. Teply [Ref. 4] has developed a model for the
Submarine Officer Corps, Morris [Ref. 5] provides an
evaluation of career paths and a model for the VP (Maritime
Patrol) Aviation Community, while Milch [Ref. 6] has developed
a model for Surface Warfare Officers. All three of these
models analyze sea tour opportunities in the relevant URL
community modelled.
This thesis continues research in this area by focusing
on a segment of the URL community which is experiencing
serious manpower problems: The Aviation Warfare Community.
14

Aviation manpower managers are currently faced with
pilot inventories which are at their lowest levels in over
30 years. In the grade of Lieutenant alone, the Navy is
short 1900 pilots, or 43 per cent of authorized requirements
[Ref. 3]. Aggravating the current shortfalls are pilot
retention rates, which have plummeted from 62 per cent in
Fiscal Year (FY) 1977, to less than 30 per cent in FY 1980.
In October 1980, manpower planners in the Office of the
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, Military Personnel and
Training Division (OP-13) stated:
"The Navy's aviation officer community currently is
operating at resource levels insufficient to fill all
aviation officer requirements and its share of generalist
billets. Although the pilot and NFO training rates are
programmed for modest increases in the next few years,
it will be years before the inventory can generate the
total numbers and the desired year group experience mix
to properly fill all these requirements. In the interim,
continuing policy reviews and decisions will be re-
quired to insure that available resources are utilized
in the most effective and efficient manner to meet
priority fleet training, and management positions. At
the same time, it will be essential that career development
opportunities be maintained for the long term growth
of the community and to provide retention incentives
for individual officers [Ref. 7]."
It is obvious from the above statement, that aviation
manpower planners are faced with a difficult situation that
requires a systematic means of determining the impact of
alternative management policies and actions on the viability
of Naval Aviation. An interactive, computerized, manpower
model of the Aviation Warfare Community could provide such




This thesis adapts the mathematical formulation and
programming developed by Milch [Ref. 6] for determining the
seatour opportunities of Surface Warfare Officers, to the
Aviation Warfare Community. Although the Aviation Warfare
Model (AIRTOURS) uses the algorithms of Milch' s model,
the diverse nature of the Aviation community required that
specific aviation manpower requirements and officer career
path criteria be developed. Several programming changes
were also necessary to more accurately reflect the needs
of the aviation community.
By individually modelling the operational career sequence
of five different types of Aviation Warfare Officers, the
AIRTOURS model determines the opportunities for an officer
to obtain an operational tour position or the shortfall of
operational tour positions to be fully manned. The
AIRTOURS model uses several inputs to determine these
opportunities. The number of aviation organizations in
the future that must be manned and the number of billets
per organization for each tour position, determine the man-
power requirements or demand that must be met. Tour positions
(the years of service necessary to be eligible to fill a
billet and length of the tour in that billet), coupled with
tour grade requirements and the stock of relevant officers
in the future by year group and rank, are combined to
determine the number of officers available to fill the
16

required billets. For each tour position, over future
years, requirements are compared to availabilities yielding
the ratio of seatour opportunities.
The power of the model lies in its ability to change
input information. For instance, an analyst may want to see
the effect that lengthening the first operational squadron
tour has on meeting tour requirements. Similarly, he
might want to determine what impact the decommissioning of
an aviation squadron will have on the demand for aviation
officer manpower over a series of fiscal years. The
capability of the model to alter these and other input
parameters permits the user to analyze various alternative
allocation policies and detect unfavorable trends which may
require policy alteration.
The analysis which follows briefly describes the
Navy's manpower planning system, with particular attention
to the Aviation Warfare Community. The parameters which
effect aviation career development are then structured. A
functional description of the model's computational algorithm
is presented, followed by detailed instructions for model
operation. The final sections of this thesis contain
applications of the AIRTOURS model, including analysis of
current aviation manpower data, as well as presentation of
specific alterations designed to demonstrate the model's
flexibility in analyzing alternative decisions.
17

II. THE NAVY T S OFFICER MANPOWER PLANNING SYSTEM
Examination of the Aviation Warfare community provides
an excellent opportunity to observe an important segment of
the Navy's Manpower planning process. Manpower planning
within the aviation community is undoubtedly as intricate as
any of the Navy's Unrestricted Line Officer communities.
An initial step, prior to an indepth discussion of the
aviation community is to gain insight into the procedures
and policies of the Navy's Manpower planning system in
general.
The Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) directs and co-
ordinates the development and implementation of the manpower
planning system. The objectives of the system, as outlined
in The Manual of Navy Officer and Enlisted Manpower Policies
and Procedures (OPNAVINST 1000. 16D) [Ref. 8] are as follows:
Determine minimum military and civilian manpower re-
quirements to achieve approved operational and mission
demands
.
Provide staffing standards for functions performed
ashore and afloat, based on recognized management and
industrial engineering techniques and objective deter-
minations of workload.
Provide a system for the aggregation of manpower
requirements information at the various levels above
the activity level to support and justify Navy manpower




Relate support manpower requirements within the shore
establishment to the changing demands of the operating
forces
.
Minimize response time for manpower information by
providing a capability to respond rapidly to manage-
ment queries
.
Ensure that manpower requirements for maintenance and
operation of new weapons, equipments, systems, and
initiatives are specified sufficiently in advance of
fleet introduction to allow their consideration in the
programming cycle and development of requisite personnel
skill levels
Provide reliable planning information to personnel
inventory managers, both military and civilian, so
they may assess the feasibility and impacts of man-
power management actions.
The responsibility for ensuring that these objectives
are achieved rests with several Naval organizations. Of
specific interest in the discussion of the Aviation Warfare
community are the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (DCNO)
for Manpower Personnel and Training (OP-01), the Commander,
Naval Military Personnel Command (NMPC), and the DCNO for
Air Warfare (OP-05)
.
The DCNO (Air Warfare) is responsible for the promulgation
of the Required Operational Capability (ROC) and Projected
Operational Environment (POE) statements. In the case of
aviation squadrons, the ROC and the POE are utilized in the
Squadron Manpower Requirements Program. The ROC provides a
precise definition of the squadron's mission statements and
the POE is a description of the specific operating scenario
in which the squadron is expected to operate in a wartime
19

environment. The ROC/POE presents squadron tasking in terms
of mission areas, type and quantity of aircraft, flight
hour utilization, flight crew composition, and other
quantified factors.
The Squadron Manpower Requirements program, which is
managed by the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Total Force
Planning), uses the statements of mission tasking provided
by the ROC and POE to document manpower requirements for
the Navy's aviation squadrons and publishes them in Squadron
Manpower Documents [Ref. 91 • The program was initiated to
provide a methodology for documenting manpower requirements
in aircraft squadrons. It specifies by individual billet,
the minimum quantitative and qualitative manpower require-
ments to support accomplishment of all assigned missions and
required operational capabilities in the designated environment
The Squadron Manpower Documents (SQMDs), in conjunction
with Ship Manpower Documents (SMD) and Shore Manpower
Documents (SHMD) , form the basis for the Manpower Authorization
(MPA) (OPNAV Form 1000/2). The MPA indicates which billets
are authorized by the CNO after considering current budgetary
constraints, priorities, and manpower policies. The quality
assigned to each billet authorized on the MPA shall normally
be the same as the corresponding billet in the appropriate
manpower document [Ref. 8]. "Billet quality" in this in-
stance refers to the grade level required to fill the billet.
20

Manpower requirements planning is, therefore, dependent
on a multitude of complex variables. The major impetus,
however, is to structure a force of the proper skill and
experience mix, a force that can accomplish mission demands
in a dynamic operating environment
.
Nowhere is the necessity for systematic planning better
evidenced than the Aviation Warfare community. This com-
munity, predominantly composed of pilots, designated 1310,
and Naval Flight Officers (NFO's) designated 1320, repre-
sents approximately one-half of the Unrestricted Line
Officers of the Navy.
These officers fill operational aviation billets in the
various fleet aviation squadrons, direct fleet support units,
and are utilized in other aviation activities such as
aviation ships, research and development units, and aviation
special mission activities. Similarly, these officers are
required to fill training billets, both as instructors and
as students, as well as numerous supervisory and staff
billets within the operational force and various support
activities. In addition to the aforementioned requirements
which specifically demand officers with an aviation designa-
tion, naval aviators and NFO's can also be assigned to
generalized billets which are non-aviation oriented. These
billets have a 1000 or a 1050 designation. The Aviation




Comensurate with requirements planning is the equally
complex and equally necessary goal of development and employ-
ment of a qualified and motivated officer corps. Inventories
must be kept in line with requirements and, at the same time,
the systematic professional development of individual
officers within the Aviation Warfare community is essential.
The closed, pyramidal structure of the military personnel
system requires that new aviation resources (i.e., pi-lots
and NPO's) be accessed only at the bottom of the structure.
Lateral hiring of personnel is generally not an option
available to aviation manpower planners. Thus it is nec-
essary to "cultivate" or "grow" a knowledgeable and profess-
ionally competent officer corps that will meet aviation
mission demands both at present and in the future.
The Naval Military Personnel Command is responsible for
the development or "growth" of the necessary inventory in
the quantity and quality to meet the manpower requirements
established by the CNO . Working closely with the Director,
Military Personnel and Training Division (OP-13), who has
primary responsibility for the development of personnel
policies and plans in support of Navy Forces, the Assistant
Commander for Distribution (NMPC-4) maintains and manages
the inventory of personnel through the distribution process.
As described in the Commanding Officers Addendum to the
URL Guidebook [Ref. 10], the mission of NMPC-4 is threefold:
To assign the best qualified officers available to meet




To assign officers to billets which develop their pro-
fessional expertise in order that the officer corps as
a whole embodies the leadership, technical, and managerial
skills necessary for the Navy to achieve its mission in
war or peace.
To assign officers sensitively and fairly to ensure
their continued motivation and dedication to the Navy.
Therefore it is the responsibility of NMPC-4 to assign
officers systematically to meet current Naval manpower
requirements while concurrently maintaining an officer
professional development sequence which ensures a professional
and well motivated force that is able to meet future needs.
Figure 1 illustrates the professional development path
of aviators as found in the Unrestricted Line Officer
Guidebook [Ref. 11]. This path is not a representation of
an individual officer's career. It is intended as a general
guide to a sequence of billet types which aviators should
experience throughout their career. It must not be applied
rigidly because a career development path must be responsive
to constantly changing manpower policies and requirements
as well as to the needs and aspirations of individual naval
aviators. The timing of specific tours must contain a
degree of flexibility to enable manpower planners the
ability to accomplish these multiple objectives.
For the aviator who aspires to command, certain specific
tours must be served so that he attains the requisite
operational expertise called for by such a demanding assign-
ment. This expertise is gained by serving in operational
23
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billets in aviation squadrons and on aviation related
ships and staffs. The Navy also has requirements for quali-
fied aviation officers ashore. These billets are filled by
officers in the shore segments of the path depicted.
Given the serious manpower shortages which the aviation
community is presently experiencing [Ref. 7], it is imperative
that manpower managers have the ability to effectively
distribute aviation manpower in such a way that all possible
requirements are met and officer professional development
is assured. Accomplishment of this difficult task is en-
hanced by the use of management science techniques such as
computer manpower models.
The following analysis develops such a model which
should enable manpower planners to test alternative hypoth-
eses regarding distribution and assignment policies, tour
positioning, tour lengths, experience mix, and other manpower




A. LEVEL OP SPECIFICITY
The numerous variables influencing the aviation man-
power planning problem have been documented In the previous
chapter. While aviation manpower management is complex, it
is also constrained by certain rules which tend to give
structure to the overall system. An example of a specific
rule which helps structure the manpower planning process is
the Aviation Officer Professional Development Path depicted
in Figure 1. Although this path is flexible, it is suf-
ficiently structured to be used as a guide and tool in
implementing aviation assignments. Structure enables the
use of mathematical modelling techniques for simulating
aviation manpower systems
.
A model is a simplified representation or abstraction
of reality. It is simplified because reality is too complex
to copy exactly and because much of the complexity is
actually irrelevant to the specific problem [Ref. 2].
Although a model is a simplified version of reality, care
must be taken to ensure that the model is valid; that is,
that the model sufficiently represents the problem being
modelled. If the set of assumptions and equations inherent
in a mathematical model does not adequately represent the
relationships which occur in the problem being studied, the
26

model will be of no use. If, however, the model is
cluttered with relationships and assumptions designed to
simulate all conceivable variations within a particular
problem, the model will soon become cumbersome and unmanage-
able. It is necessary to find a proper balance between the
level of simplification of the model and the representation
of reality. The model will then have the potential to be
a useful problem solving tool capable of aiding and sup-
porting the manager's decision making process.
B. AVIATION PARAMETERS
The primary goal of the AIRTOURS model developed in this
thesis, is to provide manpower planners with an interactive
computer capability for rapid and easy determination of the
impacts of alternative management policies and actions.
To enable attainment of this goal, it was necessary to
conduct an indepth analysis of the Aviation Warfare com-
munity. The purpose of this analysis was to define the
unique parameters which affect officer career patterns and
manpower requirements within the community.
The analysis was accomplished by extracting relevant
information from the Officer Master Billet File (OMBF),
through assistance from Manpower analysts in the Naval
Military Personnel Command and in the Manpower Personnel/
Training (MPT) Division (OP-13) of the Office of the




1 . Aviation Subcategories
Analysis of billet qualitative requirements as re-
flected in the Manpower Authorization (MPA) (OPNAV Form
1000/2) and the Officer Master Billet File demonstrated the
need to make certain changes in the AIRTOURS model vis a vis
Milch ' s SWOTOURS model. Qualitative requirements for officer
billets are identified in the MPA by designation, grade,
descriptive billet title, Navy Officer Billet Classification
Code (NOBC), and, when appropriate, by a Subspecialty code
and an Additional Qualification Designation Code (AQD) [Ref. 12]
The diverse nature of the Aviation Warfare specialty
requires that a billet incumbent possess the proper de-
signator code, identifying the officer as either a pilot or
Naval Flight Officer (NFO); additionally, virtually every
aviation warfare billet specifies an AQD which identifies
the type aircraft in which the officer must be qualified.
Discussions with aviation detailers and placement officers
in NMPC-4 also revealed that the Aviation Officer Professional
Development path differed significantly for different types
of Aviation Warfare Officers. For example, in the Jet
community, Naval Flight Officers commence their initial
squadron tour as much as one year prior, measured in years
of commissioned service (YCS) , to pilots in the same
community. This tour start variability is caused by dif-
ferent training pipeline lengths. Similarily, commencement
of the squadron department head tour varies significantly
28

among the various aviation sub communities . Jet pilots have
started the department head tour as early as the 10th YCS,
while prop pilots normally do not serve in that billet until
the 12th or 13th YCS. Due to the existence of these man-
power requirements and career development inconsistencies
among the various aviation warfare communities , aggregation
of the inventory and requirements information into a single
officer category was deemed inappropriate and of insufficient
detail to produce meaningful results. It was found expedient
to classify the aviation community into the following five







These classifications contain sufficient detail
for meaningful analysis of the Aviation Warfare community
while concurrently allowing the program to remain interactive
A more detailed level of data aggregation (i.e., P-3 pilot
community, F-14 NFO community, etc.), while considered use-
ful, was not undertaken because the relevant officer inven-
tory information presently available was considered too in-
complete for useful analysis at this level.
29

The five aviation sub communities having been determined,
it was then necessary to identify the relevant tours,
organizations, command categories, and billets that represent
the requirements structure for those subcommunities
.
2 . Tour Positions
Every aviation billet examined had, as one of its
variables, a Tour Position Indication Code (TPIC). The TPIC
indicated the approximate career point or experience level
at which a billet was normally encountered by an officer.
TPIC classification was selected for inclusion in the
AIRTOURS model since it reflects the shape and composition
of the aviation community requirements pyramid and is the
only billet information available that reflects time.
Identification of aviation billet TPIC classifications
was a computer generated process that assigned an alpha-
numeric code to every aviation billet in the Officer Master
Billet File. Determination of the proper code was based on
Activity Mission Code (AMC), Primary Naval Officer Billet
Classification (PNOBC), Utilization Code (UCODE), billet
grade, billet designator, and Unit Identification Code (UIC).
Output from the TPIC generation program revealed that
aviation TPIC's were divided into two general groups. The
first, and most significant group consisted of TPIC's A
through I and their subcategories (i.e., A, Al, A2 , B, Bl
,
etc.). These billets represented hard sea and shore re-
quirements. The second group consisted of TPIC's U through
30

Z, representing individual account billets primarily composed
of student and transient officer requirements. In total, 64
individual TPIC's were identified. Inclusion of all TPIC's
in the AIRTOURS model would have restricted the interactive
capability of the model; it was determined, therefore, to limit
the analysis to operational aviation tours and aviation
command tours
.
An operational tour is defined as any tour which is
considered sea duty, sea duty equivalent, or which generally
occurs at a career point which coincides with tours which
are considered sea duty or sea duty equivalents. An example
of this last situation occurs in certain Fleet Support
squadrons which are considered shore duty but contain billet
requirements for pilots and NFO's at career points which
coincide with traditional sea duty tours . The aviation
command tours are those which require the incumbent to have
been selected by a formal command screen board.
Fifteen separate TPIC f s were identified as represent-
ing the relevant operational and command tours that an
aviation officer would most likely encounter during a career.
Figure 2 illustrates the 15 tours chosen for in-
clusion in the AIRTOURS model. Each tour position represents
the years of commissioned service (YCS) required to become
eligible for the billets within the tour as well as the
average length of the tour while serving in those billets.
31

Appendix A contains a complete list of the tours represented
by the 15 TPIC's, including the billet qualitative require-
ments of each tour.
In general, the tours selected reflect a more
detailed presentation of the operational and command portion
of the Aviation Officer Professional Development path de-
picted in Figure 1. This added detail permits a more




Determination of the relevant aviation organizations
necessary for inclusion in the AIRTOURS model was accomplish-
ed by generating a computerized list, using sort routines
outlined in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
[Ref. 13], consisting of all naval organizations (i.e.,
squadrons, ships, staffs, etc.) that had manpower requirements
for Aviation Warfare Officers. This list was then manually
screened to select only operational organizations which, in
this case, are defined as any organization with billet re-
quirements for aviation officers in the operational and
command tours specified in Section III. 2.
The operational organizations list identified over
250 separate Naval organizations representing all the Navy's
TACAIR, ASW, and Force Support Squadrons, as well as Direct
Fleet Support units (NAS, NAF, ASWOC, etc.), aviation ships
(CV, CVN, LPH, etc.), major afloat staffs (CVW, CARGRU,
32























































CRUDESGRU) , numbered fleet staffs, and several other smaller
aviation units with requirements for aviation officers.
It was determined that the detail provided by this ponderous
list was more than was necessary for accurate analysis of
the Aviation Warfare community. Thus, it was necessary to
condense this operational organization list by combining
under a single title or organization name, all organizations
which contained the same, or nearly the same, billet require-
ment structures. For example, examination of relevant SQMD's
revealed that all twenty four Maritime Patrol Squadrons
operated nine P-3 aircraft and consequently required the
same quantities and qualities of pilots and NFO ' s . There-
fore, since the billet requirements were essentially the
same, the 24 squadrons were defined under a single organiza-
tion name, i.e., VP . It was found that all TACAIR (VAL, VAM,
VAQ, VAW, VF) and ASW ( VS , HS , HSL, as well as VP) squadrons
could be defined in a similar manner. Additionally, it was
found that major afloat staffs, ASWOC's, and most aviation
ship types contained billet structures similar enough to
permit their designation as single organizations.
Aircraft carriers (CV) proved to be an exception, in
that manpower requirements differed significantly enough
among the various CV's to necessitate aggregation into four
separate CV categories. These categories and the aircraft
carriers contained in them are as follows
:
AVT AVT 16 - Lexington
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CV1 CV '41 - Midway
CV 43 - Coral Sea
CV2 CV 59 - Forrestal
CV 60 - Saratoga
CV 61 - Ranger
CV 62 - Independance
CV 63 - Kitty Hawk
CV 64 - Constellation
CVN 65 - Enterprise
CV 66 - America
CV 67 - John F. Kennedy
CVN CVN 68 - Nimitz
CVN 69 - Dwight D. Eisenhower
CVN 70 - Carl Vinson
The remaining organizations chosen including Fleet
Support Squadrons, overseas naval air stations, numbered
fleets, and the other smaller aviation organizations con-
tained unique billet requirements which necessitated de-
fining them as separate organizations. Appendix B contains
the organizations by subcommunity selected for use in the
AIRTOURS model. Also displayed are the projected number of
these organizations for the next six fiscal years.
4. Command Categories
The need to define command categories among the
organizations to be considered was caused by the fact that
a great many important opportunities for aviation command
occur in organizations which are not considered operational
duty as defined in Section III.B.2. For example, Aviation
Training Squadrons (TRARONS) and Fleet Replacement Squadrons
(FRS), although considered shore duty, represent a signifi-
cant number of aviation command and sequential command in
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grade (SCIG) opportunities for aviation officers in the grade
of Commander. Since the units included on the organization
list outlined in Section III.B.3 comprised only operational
organizations, many aviation command opportunities were
excluded. Inclusion of these commands in the AIRTOURS
model was considered useful since it would give manpower
planners the ability to more fully analyze aviation command
opportunities . This ability was deemed important since
opportunity to command is such a vital element of aviation
officer career development and since many officers view
aviation command as their ultimate goal. Additionally, ex-
clusion of a significant number of command opportunities from
the AIRTOURS model would have produced misleading results.
However, inclusion of all relevant shore organizations
simply to enable model accuracy in these tours would have
hampered the interactive capability of the model and was
therefore deemed inappropriate. Consequently, four command
categories were created for the purpose of maintaining model
precision, minimizing data input and refining the ability
to analyze command opportunity. The four command categories
and the organizations they represent are as follows:
1. TRARON XO/CO - Aviation Training Squadrons.
2. FRS CO - Fleet Replacement Squadrons (RAGS)
3. MAJOR COMMAND -
18 - Service Force Ships
7 - Amphibious Ships
7 - LPHs
k - Patrol Air Wings
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4. SEQUENTIAL COMMAND - Sequential sea commands not
detailed previously by the organization list.
Specifically two LHSs , four PHIBRONS , and three
SERVRONS
.
These categories are included on the aviation subcommunity
organization lists contained in Appendix B. Obviously, since
these are categorical representations of several organiza-
tions, the quantity' by fiscal years, as illustrated in
Appendix B, should always remain at one (1).
5 • Billet Requirements
Billet requirements information for the specific
aviation organizations, command categories, and tour positions
delineated earlier were manually compiled and catalogued
again using the OMBF as the source document. Billet de-
signator and AQD requirements necessitated the compilation
of 10 separate files of billet requirement data. Five of the
files were composed of discrete billet requirements for each
of the aviation sub communities . A billet was considered a
discrete requirement if the billet AQD code and designator
specifically identified the billet as requiring a prop pilot,
prop NFO, jet pilot, jet NFO , or helo pilot. If the billet
in question contained insufficient qualitative information or
allowed variability in either designator or AQD requirements,
it was classified into one of five nondiscrete billet files.
Nondiscrete files are categorized as follows:
Nondiscrete prop - This file contains billets which re-
quire prop aviation officers, but contain no specific de-
signator requirement. That is, either a pilot or a NFO is
considered eligible to fill the requirement.
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Nondiscrete jet - This file contains billets which require
jet aviation officers, but contain no specific designator
requirement; i.e., either a pilot or a NFO is considered
eligible to fill the requirement.
Nondiscrete pilot - This file contains billets which
require pilots, but contain non-specific AQD requirements;
i.e., either prop, jet, or helo pilots are considered
eligible to fill the requirements.
Nondiscrete NFO - This file contains billets which re-
quire NFO's, but contain no specific AQD requirements;
i.e., any prop or jet NFO is considered eligible to fill
the requirements
.
Nondiscrete aviation - This file contains billets which
contain no specific designator and AQD requirements; i.e.,
any aviation warfare officer is eligible to fill the
requirement
.
The discrete billet files describe those billets
which are subcommunity specific while the nondiscrete files
represent billets which may be filled by more than one
subcommunity of aviators. The total number of billets for
which any specific subcommunity of aviators is eligible is
the sum of the number of discrete billets plus a portion of
those nondiscrete billets which are applicable to that sub-
community. As an example, Table 1 illustrates the discrete
billet requirements matrix for the prop pilot subcommunity.
The billet requirements are defined by aviation organization
or command category and by tour. These requirements are
specific billets which may be filled only by prop pilots.
Table 2, on the other hand, contains the nondiscrete billet
files associated with the prop pilot subcommunity. These files,
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aviation officers they represent (prop aviators, pilots, etc.),
do not necessarily represent the number of prop pilots re-
quired to fill them. The nondiscrete billet requirements
must be shared among the sub communities for which they are
relevant. It was necessary, therefore, to devise a systematic
means of sharing or apportioning the nondiscrete billets.
Several apportionment schemes were investigated,
but all had drawbacks of one type or another. After several
discussions with manpower analysts in OP-13, it was decided
to apportion the nondiscrete billets based on an algorithm
which computed apportionment ratios for each tour. These
apportionment ratios were based on the average inventory of
officers available for a specific tour as defined by YCS
and grade. Different apportionment ratios are associated
with each of the nondiscrete billet • files . For instance, to
determine the total number of billets (b (apportioned) ) which
should be assigned to the prop pilot subcommunity in any
specific tour, the model uses the following apportionment
formula:
b(apportioned) = b (discrete prop pilot)
N
l















b (discrete prop pilot) = the number of discrete prop
pilot billets for the
applicable tour
b (nondiscrete prop) = the number of nondiscrete
prop community billets for the
applicable tour
b (nondiscrete pilot) = the number of nondiscrete
pilot billets for the ap-
plicable tour
b (nondiscrete aviator) = the number of nondiscrete




N, = the average number of prop pilot officers
eligible to fill the specified tour's billet
requirements
Np = the average number of prop NFOs eligible to fill
the specified tour's billet requirements
N-. = the average number of jet pilots eligible to fill
the specified tour's billet requirements
Nj. = the average number of jet NFOs eligible to fill
the specified tour's billet requirements
Nj- = the average number of helo pilots eligible to
fill the specified tour's billet requirements
N = N,+Np+N +N|,+N = the average total number of
Aviation Warfare Officers eligible
to fill the specified tour's
billet requirements
In each case above, the average number refers to the officer
inventory averages over the fiscal years modelled. At the
present time the averages are computed for FYs 1980-86. The
three apportionment ratios computed represent the ratio of
the average prop pilot supply to the: average total prop
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community supply, i.e., N, , the average total pilot com-
N 1+N 2
munity supply, i.e., N, , and the average total aviation
nT+TC+nT
1 t) j
officer supply, i.e., N, , for the specific tour in question.
W~
As shown, these apportionment ratios are multiplied by
the applicable nondiscrete billets; the products, therefore,
are the number of nondiscrete billets which should be filled
by prop pilots in the tour being analyzed. Summation of all
discrete and nondiscrete tour billet requirements results
in total billets for prop pilots in the specific tour.
A specific application of the apportionment formula
shown above was accomplished to compute the total number of
CI tour CVN requirements which should be filled by prop
pilots. The following actual values apply in this example:
b(discrete prop pilot) = 4
b (nondiscrete prop) =
b (nondiscrete pilot) = 2
b (nondiscrete aviator) =







= 142, N^= 248, N
5
= 219, N = 949
Substitution of these actual values into the apportionment
algorithm cited earlier results in the following:
b (apportioned) = 4 + |jj| (0) + ^| (2) +p| (0)
= 4 +.419 (0) +.283 (2) +.150 (0)
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= 4 + .566
= 4.566
If the results of the apportionment is a noninteger
value, the program displays the result to the nearest in-
teger. The Apportioned Billet matrix shown in Table 3 is
the result of all such billet apportionments and is therefore
the total requirements for aviation officers in the prop
pilot subcommunity . Appendices D, E, and F contain the
discrete, nondiscrete, and apportioned billet requirements
matrices for all five Aviation Warfare sub communities , while
Appendix L depicts the individual Apportionment algorithms
that are applicable to each subcommunity.
6 . Supply
The aviation officer inventory data used by the
AIRTOURS program was obtained from the Officer Data Simula-
tion Model (ODSM) currently in use by analysts in the MPT
Division (OP-13) of the Office of DCNO [Ref. 14]. The ODSM
projected the supply of aviation officers, by subcommunity
for seven fiscal years (1980-1986). This information was
compiled by rank and years of service for each fiscal year
available. Appendix G contains the supply of officers in
each aviation subcommunity, tabulated by YCS and grade, for
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The AIRTOURS program derives its mathematical formu-
lation and basic program functions from Milch T s SWOTOURS
model [Ref. 6]; these functions are listed in Appendix 0.
The program employs the APL programming language which allows
for easy manipulation of vector and matrix data and also
provides an interactive flow of information between computer
and analyst.
The primary objective of the program is to calculate
operational and command tour opportunities for each of the
specified sub communities of Aviation Warfare officers.
These opportunities are expressed in the form of a ratio of
manpower requirements to available supply.
2 Requirements
To compute the manpower requirements, which is the
numerator of the opportunities ratio, the model uses data
about the number of specific organizations and aviation
command categories that are currently projected for the sub-
community in question, in the fiscal years to be modelled.
This information is provided by the organization matrices,
as illustrated in Appendix B. The second information re-
quired is the actual billets, as provided by the Apportioned
Billet Requirement Matrices shown in Appendix P. These
apportioned matrices are the summation of the discrete and
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applicable nondiscrete billets by tour and represent the
total manpower requirements for each individual organization
and command category within the subcommunity being modelled.
The model then computes (via matrix multiplication) the
Requirements Matrix. This matrix has as its row dimension
the fiscal years for which data analysis was requested and
as its column dimension the tour position indication codes.
Therefore, the contents of the Requirements Matrix are the
total aviation manpower billet requirements by tour and
fiscal year, for the aviation subcommunity requested. The
Requirements Matrices for each subcommunity are detailed in
Appendix H.
3. Supply
The projected supply of officers, the denominator of
the opportunities ratio, is determined by a series of
calculations. The total inventory of officers for each sub-
community is dimensioned by grade, years of commissioned
service, and fiscal year. Computation of the officers
eligible to fill a specific tour requires a complex process
which was necessitated among other things, by billet quality
requirements
.
Billet eligibility is constrained by grade and years
of commissioned service; for instance, it is not conceivable
that a Lieutenant junior grade with three YCS be eligible for
the H2 Major command tour. Therefore, an officer is consid-
ered eligible for a tour only if he has completed the proper
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years of service and achieved the paygrade commensurate to
the tour in question. The model allows the user to specify
and vary these two constraints via the Tour Position In-
dicator Matrix as illustrated by Table 4 and the Tour Grade
Match Matrix shown in Table 5-
Table 4
TOUR POSITION INDICATORS
111 CODE NAME BEGIN LENGTH
1. A 1ST OPERATIONAL 2.00 3.00
2. C SUBS OPER SQD 7.50 2.50
3. CX SUBS OPER SHIP 7.50 2.00
«». CI SUBS OPER STAFF 7.50 2.00
5. E SQD OPER NON-DH 11.00 2.50
6. El SQD OPER DH 12.00 2.50
7. E2 SHP OPER SR.Q* 13.00 2.00
8. Gl OPER CDR 18.00 2.00
9. G2/3 SQD OPER XO/CO 15.00 2.50
10. ff^/5 S.l.I.G. 18.50 1.50
11. GS SHP OPER DH 18.50 2.00
12. HI OPER CAPT 22.00 2.00
13. hi MAJ SEA CMD 22.00 2.00
li». H2 SEQ SEA CMD 2*. 00 2.00
15. u% POST MAJ CMD 2i*. 00 2.00
The Tour Position Indicators constrain the eligible
supply by specifying the required years of service necessary
for any tour. Table 4 shows, for example, that to be eligible
for Tour A, the officer must have completed two years of
service as defined under the heading BEGIN. The Tour
Position Indicators also determine the lengths of the indi-
vidual tours, thereby designating a span of years for which
officers are considered eligible for specific tours. The
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length specified for the 1st Operational tour in the example
above is three years. Thus, to be considered eligible to
fill billet requirements in the 1st Operational tour, the
officer must be in his third, fourth, or fifth year of
commissioned service. The information contained in Table 4,
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The Tour Grade Match Matrix, on the other hand,
allows the user to specify the officer grades that will be
used by the model when computing the eligible officer supply
for any specific tour. In the example depicted in Table 5,
for instance, all Ensigns, Lieutenants junior grade, and
Lieutenants are considered eligible to fill Tour A billets.
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In addition to the constraints described above, the
existence of concurrent and overlapping tours (for example,
see Tours E, El, and E2 in Figure 2) further complicates the
computation of eligible officers by requiring a logical
apportionment of officers between the overlapping tours in
question. The AIRTOURS model accomplishes the apportionment
using routines specified in the SWOTOURS model [Ref. 6].
With the total supply of officers properly constrained,
the model then formats the Supply Matrix of Eligible Officers.
This matrix has, as many rows as the number of fiscal years
for which data analysis was requested and, as many columns
as the number of positions for the selected aviation sub-
community. It represents, therefore, the total supply of
the specific subcommunity of Aviation Warfare Officers
eligible to fill the operational and command tours in each
fiscal year selected. Appendix G illustrates the supply
data for each subcommunity for the projected fiscal years.
4. Results
Once the Requirements Matrix and the Supply Matrix
of Eligible Officers have been formatted, the opportunity
ratios are computed by dividing the former by the latter.
The resultant output is the Operational Tours Opportunity
Matrix, which is dimensioned in the same manner as the two
matrices used to construct it; i.e., the rows stand for the
fiscal years for which data analysis was requested while the




To facilitate display, a ratio of less than one is
multiplied by 100, thereby forming an integer value rather
than a ratio. These values indicate the probability of any
one of the eligible officers obtaining an operational
billet in the specified tour position. A computed ratio
greater than one implies that the tour is undermanned.
Again, to provide a more meaningful and easily interpretable
display, in this case the ratio is inverted, subtracted from
one, and enclosed in brackets. This procedure was developed
by Teply in Ref. 4. These bracketed figures represent the
percentage of billet shortfall for the tour positions
indicated.
D. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
The utility of the AIRTOURS model lies in the ability
to manipulate the data in the computation of the relevant
tour opportunities. None of the various input parameters
need be considered immutable; they can be altered either
permanantly or temporarily, thereby allowing the user free
rein in testing various manpower planning hypotheses.
Through model application analysts can more effectively
detect trends necessitating immediate changes to current
policies, test proposed alternatives, and analyze outcomes
in a cost effective manner [Ref. 51
•
Application of the model can be used to determine the
effects of future procurement of ships, commissioning or
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decommissioning of aviation squadrons, or any other billet
requirement changes necessitated by restructuring the Navy's
operational force. Changes can also be made in the profes-
sional development path through alterations in tour position
start points and durations. As an example, the effects of
lengthening the 1st Operational tour to greater than three
years can easily be determined. Due to the unique nature of
the discrete and nondiscrete billet matrices, the effects
of redefining nonspecific billet requirements among the
various subcommunities can be examined.
It must be remembered, however, that the AIRTOURS program
is a model; as such it does not perfectly mirror the Aviation
Warfare community. The definition of any model requires
certain assumptions to be made which govern model applica-
tion. The following assumptions and limitations are those
outlined in Ref. 6 and include those which are, additionally,
pertinent to the AIRTOURS model:
1. The model presently analyzes only operational or
sea duty tours, consequently the effects of model
operation on the Navy's shore establishment is not
directly measureable. However, certain influences
concerning shore duty opportunities and shortages
may be inferred from model results. For example, if
the model indicates increasing shortfall trends in a
series of operational tours (i.e., A tour, C tours, E
tours, etc.) it is highly probable that manpower
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shortages are also occuring in the shore assignments
which proceed and follow the tours in question.
2. The model assumes that only officers with years of
service matching the tour position parameters are
available to fill tour requirements. At times this
assumption fails to duplicate actual manpower assign-
ment practices. For example, prop aviation detailers
are presently filling billet shortages in the 1st
Operational tour with Lieutenant Commanders with over
10 YCS. Although the model cannot presently indicate
the results of such a policy directly, it can and
does indicate that this policy will no longer be
possible in future years when the Lieutenant Com-
mander tours also begin to show deficiencies.
3. The model assumes one hundred per cent manning of all
types of organizations. Therefore manpower policies,
such as those outlined in the Unrestricted Line Officer
Manning Plan [Ref. 15] which stipulates less than
total manning of certain operational organization
types (Naval Air Stations, afloat staffs, etc.)
are difficult to simulate.
4. The model does not "age" its own officer inventory
data j therefore, projection accuracy is dependant on
extramodel sources (i.e., The Officer Management
Simulation Model). It must be understood that AIRTOURS
is not an accession model. It will not predict the
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number of officers that must be input at the bottom
of the career structure to fill billet requirements
in the future. The model was designed to project
tour opportunities and shortfalls utilizing given
accession rates. One could, however, alter the in-
ventory data arbitrarily to test for changes in







"The challenge of a computer programmed model is in
simplicity of design to limit complications of operation to
the end-user and still retain the rigor of the mathematical
model so that the results will be meaningful and as accurate
as auumpptions allow [Ref. 4]."
The AIRTOURS model was designed to facilitate the
aviation manpower planning process by providing computerized
support to planners, thereby extending the range and capability
of their decision processes and helping them improve their
effectiveness.
The AIRTOURS model contains several program functions
and sub functions (listed in Appendix P) which allow the
manager to examine and alter the aviation data described in
the previous sections. These data can be displayed and
changed for each of the five aviation subcommunities de-
fined earlier as comprising the Aviation Warfare Officer
community. Examples of the various display, change, and
result options will be demonstrated in the following sections.
The operations described will include examples of only one
subcommunity (prop pilots); this was done to avoid redund-






The main program function of the AIRTOURS model is
initiated by specifying the number of years that are to be
analyzed and the 'calendar year in which the analysis is to
begin. Currently the data stored in the computer covers the
fiscal years 1980-86. If the user wanted to observe the
operational tour opportunities for six years beginning in
1981, he would enter: 6 AIRTOURS 1981. If requested, a set
of program instructions would then be displayed followed by
a statement directing the user to specify the aviation sub-
community to be examined. The detailed program instructions,
as well as the five subcommunity options available for
analysis are shown in Table 6. The AIRTOURS model operates
in a continuous loop, which permits the user to transfer
among the main model functions of displaying the data,
changing the data, and displaying the results. More
specifically, once the user has selected the subcommunity he
intends to examine, he is presented with the following
options
:
0. DOUE WITH ALL WORK: TYPE
1. DISPLAY SOME DATA: TYPE 1
2. CHANGE SOME DATA: TYPE 2
3. DISPLAY RESULTS: TYPE 3
It is through these main program subfunctions that the ver-
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THE PROGRAM OFFERS THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS'.
1. DISPLAY SOME DATA
2. CHANGE SOME DATA
3. DISPLAY RESULTS
SIX TYPES OF DATA MAY BE DISPLAYED FOR EACH SUBCOMMUNITY:
1. NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS BY TYPE AND FISCAL YEAR
2. TOUR STARTS AND LENGTHS IN YCS FOR EACH TOUR
3. NUMBER OF BILLETS BY ORGANIZATION TYPE AND TOUR
H. GRADE ASSIGNMENTS FOR EACH TOUR
5. INVENTORY OF OFFICERS BY YCS AND GRADE FOR A SINGLE FY
6. TOTAL INVENTORY OF OFFICERS BY YCS AND FISCAL YEAR
YOU MAY EITHER TEMPORARILY OR PERMENANTLY ALTER THE DATA
BY SELECTION OF THE FOLLOWING CHANGES:
1. CHANGS NUMBERS OF ORGANIZATIONS BY TYPE
2. CHANCE THE BEGINNING YEAR AND/OR LENGTH OF ANY TOUR
3. CHANGE NUMBER OF BILLETS BY ORGANIZATION TYPE
H. CHANGE THE GRADE ASSIGNMENT FOR SOME TOURS
5. CHANGE THE INVENTORY OF OFFICERS FOR SOME FISCAL YEAR
6. CHANGE NUMBERS OF ORGANIZATIONS BY FISCAL YEAR
FOUR TYPES OF RESULTS ARE AVAILABLE FOR DISPLAY:
1. BILLET REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH TOUR AND FISCAL YEAR
2. SUPPLY OF ELIGIBLE OFFICERS FOR EACH TOUR AND FY
3. SEATOUR OPPORTUNITY (SHORTFALL) FOR EACH TOUR AND FY
«. BILLET RATES (REQUIREMENTS DIVIDED BY TOUR LENGTHS)
NORMALLY THE VALUES OP THE OPERATIONAL (SEATOUR) OPPORTUNITY TABLE WILL SHOW
THE CHANCE OF BEING ASSIGNED TO AN OPERATIONAL OR COMMAND TOUR FOR OFFICERS
WITHIN THE SELECTED SUBCOMMUNITY WITH COINCIDENT TIME IN SERVICE AND GRADE.
IF THE VALUE IN THE TABLE IS IN PARENTHESES THE TOUR IS UNDERMANNED
AND THE VALUE IS THE PERCENTAGE BY WHICH THE TOUR IS SHORT.
YOU MAY SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING SUBCOMMUNITIES:
DONE TYPE
PROP PILOTS TYPE 1
PROP NFOS TYPE 2
JET PILOTS TYPE 3
JET NFOS TYPE <*
HELO PILOTS TYPE 5
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In the following sections each of these main sub functions
will be explained and demonstrated.
B. PROGRAM SUBFUNCTION
1. Display
The "DISPLAY SOME DATA" option is designed to
retrieve data used in the calculation of the tour opportunities
As shown below , six types of data may be displayed:
0. DONE VITH DISPLAYING DATA: TYPE
1. NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS BY TYPE AND FISCAL YEAR: TYPE 1
2. TOUR STARTS AND LENGTHS IN YCS FOR EACH TOUR: TYPE 2
3. NUMBER OF BILLETS BY ORGANIZATION TYPE AND TOUR: TYPE 3
i*. GRADE ASSIGNMENTS FOR EACH TOUR: TYPE t
5. INVENTORY OF OFFICERS BY YCS AND GRADE FOR A SINGLE FY: TYPE 5
6. TOTAL INVENTORY OF OFFICERS BY YCS AND FISCAL YEAR: TYPE 6
The first display available enables the analyst to
examine the number of organizations and command categories
forecast for each fiscal year. As an example, the various
aviation units which represent operational and command
assignments for prop pilots are shown in Table 7. The
organization forecasts for all five sub communities are
contained in Appendix 3.
The second display option enables examination of
the tour starts and lengths of each tour in years of com-
missioned service. As explained in Section III.C3.J the
start of the tour is the number of years of service the
officer must have before he can fill the specified tour
position while the length indicates the amount of time an
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Matrix shown earlier in Table 8 is an example of this dis-
play option; the remaining tour position indicators for the
various sub communities are contained in Appendix C.
The number of billets by organization type and tour
is the next option available. If the user selects this
function, he is directed by the model to choose the specific
billet matrix to be observed. The billet matrices available
include the discrete and nondiscrete billet matrices which
are applicable to the particular subcommunity being analyzed.
For example, in the prop pilot subcommunity, the billet
matrices available for display include the discrete prop
pilot billets, the nondiscrete billets which must be
apportioned among all prop aviators (i.e., pilot and NPO's),
the nondiscrete billets which must be divided among all
pilots (i.e., prop, jet, and helo), and the nondiscrete
billets which must be apportioned among all aviators; also
available for display is the apportioned matrix, which con-
tains the total billet requirements for prop pilots. Ex-
amples of the various prop pilot billet matrices were given
in Section III.B.5-; the discrete, nondiscrete, and appor-
tioned billet matrices for all aviation subcommunities are
contained in Appendices D, E, and P respectively.
The fourth display option available is the grade
assignments for each tour. Selection of this option displays
the Tour Grade Match Matrix, which defines the paygrades the
model uses for each tour position when computing the eligible
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officer supply. An example of the Tour Grade Match Matrix
was illustarted earlier in Table 5.
The final two options display officer inventory data
in one of two forms. The inventory data may be displayed by
YCS and grade for a single fiscal year. Table 8 shows, for
example, the prop pilot inventory forecast for 1981. The
second means of displaying inventory data is illustrated by
Table 9. This is the total inventory of prop pilots by
YCS for the fiscal years selected during model initiation.
Appendix G contains the officer inventory information for
each fiscal year and aviation sub community.
2 . Changes
The second major program function available enables
AIRTQURS model users to change any of the matrices discussed
under the display options. These change options are as follows
0. DOME WITH ALL CHANGES: Typg
1. CHANGE NUMBERS OF ORGANIZATIONS BY TYPE: TYPE 1
2. CHANGE THE BEGINNING YEAR AND/ OR LENGTH OF ANY TOUR- TYPE 2
3. CHANGE NUMBER OF BILLETS BY ORGANIZATION TYPE: TYPE 3
>. CHANGE THE GRADE ASSIGNMENT FOR SOME TOURS: TYPE i»
5. CHANGE THE INVENTORY OF OFFICERS FOR SOME FISCAL YEAR- TYPE 5
6. CHANGE NUMBERS OF ORGANIZATIONS BY FISCAL YEAR: TYPE 5
As shown, each option generally deals with changes to
the data matrices explained in the preceding section.
The simpest of the changes is an alteration of
the number of organizations projected. For example, suppose
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TOTAL INVENTORY OF PROPhPILOT OFFICERS
YCS 1981 1982 1983 1934 1985 1986
1. 6 • 7 7 7 7 7
2. 167 167 187 187 187 187
3. 286 300 316 330 330 330
4. 167 309 326 342 355 355
5. 277 163 300 317 332 345
6. 199 233 137 252 266 279
7. 187 126 147 87 160 168
8. 120 115 77 90 53 98
9. 70 93 33 57 69 40
10. 74 59 80 30 51 61
11. 50 54 40 53 53 36
12. 57 42 46 34 45 45
13. 109 50 38 42 31 41
14. 125 102 47 35 40 29
15. 113 113 93 43 33 36
16. 65 34 87 58 23 19
17. 62 63 81 85 67 30
18. 53 59 59 77 80 63
19. 40 51 57 57 74 78
20. 46 36 46 51 51 66
21. 27 39 30 36 44 44
22. 42 13 35 26 35 39
23. 27 25 13 21 15 20
24. 50 25 23 12 19 14
25. 51 45 23 21 11 18
26. 54 43 39 20 18 10
27. 41 50 40 36 18 17
28. 38 34 41 33 29 15
29. 19 28 25 30 24 22
30. 16 14 21 19 22 ' 18
31. 12 16 14 21 19 22
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from 2 4 to 30, at the rate of one squadron per year starting
in 1981. To determine the effects on available prop pilot
manpower, the only change needed would be to increase the
number of VP squadrons in the organization. Table 10 is an
example of the interactive procedures required to make this
change. As shown in Table 10, the alteration in the number
of organizations is accomplished by first selecting change
option 1, then typing the number of the organization to be
changed. Reference to the Organization Matrix in Table 7
shows that the number for VP squadrons in 1. The model then
displays the present numbers of VP squadrons for projected
fiscal years selected earlier and asks the user if he wishes
to change the projected data. If the user replies -YES, the
model informs him how to alter the data, i.e., by typing in
the new values separated by blank spaces. Once the required
change has been made, the model enables the user to make
alterations in additional organization quantities by specifying
the proper organization number. If, as in the example depicted,
no additional organizations need altering, the user simply
input a zero (0) and the model then permits the user to
specify whether the data should be changed permanently or
only temporarily. If temporary alteration is specified,
the original values (i.e., 24 VP Squadrons for each fiscal






THE FOLLOWING CHANGES MAY BE MADE IN THE DATAt
0. DONE WITH ALL CHANGES'. TYPE
1. CHANGE NUMBERS OF ORGANIZATIONS BY TYPE'. TYPE 1
2. CHANGE THE BEGINNING YEAR AND/OR LENGTH OF ANY TOUR: TYPE 2
3. CHANGE NUMBER OF BILLETS BY ORGANIZATION TYPE: TYPE 3
4. CHANGE THE GRADE ASSIGNMENT FOR SOME TOURS: TYPE 4
5. CHANGE THE INVENTORY OF OFFICERS FOR SOME FISCAL YEAR: TYPE 5
6. CHANGE NUMBERS OF ORGANIZATIONS BY FISCAL YEAR: TYPE 6
0:
1
TYPE NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONTYPE FOR WHICH THE NUMBERS MAY HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.






1981 1982 1983 1984
24 24 24 24
1985 1986
24 24
ANSWER YES OR N (NO) IDO YOU WANT TO MAKE ANY CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA?
YES
TO GIVE NEW NUMBERS TYPE 6 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BY BLANK SPACES)
'.
0:
25 26 27 28 29 30
TYPE NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONTYPE FOR WHICH THE NUMBERS MAY HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TYPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED,
U:
DO YOU WANT TO MAKE THESE CHANGES PERMANENT?
NO
NO ALTERATION HAS BEEN MADE IN THE FILE.
ANSWER YES OR N (NO)
I
CHANGE OPTIONS:
DONS-Q/ORGANIZATIONS-1/TOURS-2/BILLETS-2/GRADES-H/INVTRY-S /ORGANIZATIONS BY FY-5
TYPE ONE OF THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
D:
OPTIONS: DONE-Q /DATA-1 /CHANGE-2 /RESULT-2
TYPE ONE OF THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
0:
DO YOU WANT TO SELECT ANOTHER SUBCOMMUNITY?
NO
ANSWER YES OR N (NO)'.
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When all desired changes to the organization list
have been accomplished, the user is presented with a chart,
reminder of the available change options, thereby enabling him
to select another group of data for alterations. The
five remaining options include changes to the Tour Position
Indicator Matrix, the discrete and nondiscrete billet
matrices, the Tour Grade Match Matrix, and the various inventory
matrices. Examples of all types of changes will be discussed
in Section V, Model Application and Analysis.
3. Results
Selection of the final major sub function "DISPLAY
RESULTS" causes the following options to be presented to
the model user:
THE FOLLOWING RESULTS MAI BE DISPLAIED 31 TYPING THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER'.
.0. DONE WITH DISPLAYING RESULTS TYPE
1. BILLET REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH TOUR AND FISCAL YEAR TYPE 1
2. SUPPLY OF ELIGIBLE OFFICERS FOR EACH TOUR AND FY TYPE 2
3. SEATOUR OPPRTUNITY (SHORTFALL) FOR EACH TOUR AND FY TYPE 3
4. BILLET RATES (REQUIREMENTS DIVIDED BY TOUR LENGTHS) TYPE <*
The first results matrix indicates the total billet
requirements, for the sub community selected, by tour and
fiscal year. Table 11 depicts the total manpower require-
ments for the prop pilot subcommunity . Also included
in the display is the average number of billets for each
five year period analyzed by the model. For instance,
in the example shown, the model analyzed fiscal years 1981-
86; therefore, for the five year intervals 1981-85 and
1982-86 average results are also shown. This averaging is
a feature of all four results displays.
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Each aviation sub community has specific requirements
for the aviation officers within them. The requirements




NUMBER OP PROP&PILOT SEA BILLETS







1981 1022 36 59 34 92 36 16 12 66 3 7 1 a 3 2
1982 1022 86 63 84 92 86 17 15 66 3 7 i 3 3 2
1983 1022 86 63 3<+ 92 36 17 15 66 3 7 1 3 3 2
1984 1022 86 63 34 92 36 17 IS 56 3 7 i 3 3 2
193S 1022 86 63 34 92 36 17 15 66 3 7 1 8 3 2
1986 1022 86 63 84 92 36 17 IS 66 3 7 1 3 3 2
1981-•85 1022 86 62 84 92 86 17 14 66 3 7 1 3 3 2
1982-•86 1022 86 63 34 92 36 17 15 66 3 7 2 3 3 2
The supply of eligible officers for each tour and
fiscal year is obtained by selecting the second results
option. Table 12 illustrates an example of this matrix for
the prop pilot subcommunity . The results shown indicate the
number of prop pilots eligible to fill each operational tour.
For example, the model projects that in 19 85 there will be
1017 prop pilots of the proper YCS and grade eligible to fill
billets in the 1st Operational tour (tour A). The remaining
supply matrices for the other sub communities are depicted
in Appendix I.
Table 12
NUMBER OF PROPtPlLOT OFFICERS
IEAR A C £1 £2 E £1 £2 £1 £2/3 £4/5 £6 ffl H2 il £4
1981 730 446 59 85 141 140 28 21 110 16 46 6 71 60 451982 772 417 65 87 92 109 31 26 117 13 45 4 46 50 381983 942 323 72 96 77 76 24 30 133 17 49 3 33 35 27
1984 989 384 59 78 64 53 12 35 150 19 53 3 30 23 181985 1017 453 51 69 70 45 11 32 146 19 57 3 31 17 121986 1030 496 43 58 73 47 10 20 105 24 65 3 31 16 121981-•85 890 404 61 83 89 85 21 29 131 17 so 4 42 37 281982- 86 950 414 58 78 75 66 18 29 130 18 54 3 34 28 21
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£2 (71 (72/3 (74/5 (75 HI 32 H3 ff4
—• •*"• ••«"•»• »•«•«— mmm m— —— ™— •*
57 56 60 17 16 11 11 5 5
35 55 57 20 16 17 17 6 6
73 48 49 16 15 23 23 9 9
7) 42 44 15 14 25 25 14 14
7) 46 45 14 13 24 24 19 19
0) 72 63 11 11 24 24 20 20
30 49 SO 16 15 18 18 9 9
97 51 51 15 14 22 22 11 11
The tour opportunities matrix is the third result
option available for display. As stated in Section III.C.4.,
these values indicate the probability of one of the eligible
officers obtaining an operational or command billet in the
specified tour position, with the bracketed values indicating
shortfalls within the tours so indicated. Table 13, which
depicts the tour opportunities for prop pilots, shows short-
falls in tour A for every year depicted.
Table 13
SEAT0UR OPPORTMITT (.SHORTFALL) OF ELIGIBLE PROPtPILOT OFFICERS IN PERCENTAGE
IEAR A C £1 C2 8 £1
1981 (29) 19 99 99 66 61
1982 (24) 21 97 97 (1) 79
1983 (8) 27 38 88 (17) (12)
198<* (3) 22 (7) (7) (31) (38) (2
1985 (1) 19 (19) (19) (24) (47) (3
1936 99 17 (32) (32) (21) (46) (4
1981-85 (13) 21 (2) (2) (4) (2)
1982-86 (7) 21 (8) (8) (19) (23)
The shortfalls shown may or may not exist in reality.
In other words, the existence of a shortfall in an operational
tour simply means that based on the given tours, manpower re-
quirements, and the supply of officers considered eligible to
fill the tour, there are more billets than eligible officers
In fact, for 1981 the model projects that 29* of tour A
billets will be unfilled. However, the model does not
account for various detailing practices which may actually
take place to fill the billet requirements in the operational
tours indicating shortfalls. Therefore, even though shortfalls
may appear in the model, they may not be as severe in the
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actual organizations modelled, and may even be totally
eliminated by appropriate detailing procedures. An example
of a detailing practice which would tend to reduce actual
operational tour shortfalls is the policy of granting tour
extensions, which permits officers to remain in tours
longer than the model parameters specify. This type of
policy would effectively increase the supply of officers
available to fill billets in specific tour positions and
thus lower actual shortfalls experienced in the fleet . The
extent of shortfall reduction would depend on the number of
officers allowed to extend and the length of the extensions.
The effects of this and other manpower planning alternatives
will be discussed in Section V. Appendix J contains the tour
opportunities for all sub communities.
The final results option allows the user to display
billet rates, which are defined as the requirements divided
by tour length. The billet rate then is the average yearly
flow of officers through the tours indicated. For example,
Table 14, which illustrates the billet rates for prop pilots,
shows that the average annual turnover of prop pilots in the
1st Operational Tour (Tour A) is 341.
Table 14
BILLET RATE (.REQUIREMENT DIVIDED BT TOUR ZBNGTQ FOR l^OP^PILOT OFFICERS










1981 341 34 29 42 37 34 8 6 26 2 4
1982 341 34 32 42 37 34 9 7 26 2 1+
1983 341 34 32 42 37 34 9 7 26 2 4
1984 341 34 32 42 37 34 9 7 26 2 4
1985 341 34 32 42 37 34 9 7 26 2 4
1986 341 34 32 42 37 34 9 7 26 2 i 4
1981-•85 341 34 31 42 37 34 3 7 26 2 4
1982-•86 341 34 32 42 37 34 9 7 26 2 4

If the assumptions made in the model apply (i.e., all
tour A billets will be filled by officers in their 3rd, 4th,
or 5th year of commissioned service) , then the billet rate
indicated for tour A represents the total number of prop pilots
that must be trained each year to maintain the present
billet requirements, since lateral entry into tour A is
possible only for a limited number of prop aviators,
namely, officers who have changed their designator and
become prop pilots. Appendix K contains the billet rates




V. MODEL APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS
A. INTRODUCTION
Aviation manpower planners are currently faced with
aviation officer inventory levels which are insufficient
to meet all the Navy's needs. To cope with this critical
situation, managers must use all the tools available to plan
for the optimal utilization of aviation personnel. The
AIRTOURS model can be used to assess the utility of various
manpower planning alternatives by providing analysts with the
capability of testing alternative policies in a simulated
environment. Simulation of events has several advantages,
including savings in time and resources, as well as the
ability to examine hypothetical situations without actually
altering real world parameters.
The following analysis was designed to illustrate
AIRTOURS model capability through simulation of various
scenarios which represent possible manpower planning alter-
natives in the Aviation Warfare community. This analysis
consists of a thorough examination of the results matrices
for the five aviation sub communities to determine the op-
erational tours which are either currently, or are projected
to be, manpower planning problems in" future years. The
analysis then, demonstrates the capability of the AIRTOURS





B. ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SUBCOMMUNITY DATA
Appendices H through K contain the results matrices for
all five aviation sub communities projected for the next six
fiscal years with Appendix J illustrating the operational
tour opportunities and shortfalls specifically. These results,
as expected, show that the aviation community, as a whole,
contains substantial manpower deficiencies within several '•
critical tours in all five subcommunities
.
For example, all subcommunities contain 1st Operational
tour shortfalls of varying degrees of severity. In every
instance, however, these shortfalls are projected to de-
crease over the period analyzed by the model. The de-
creasing tour A shortfalls appear to be the result of increased
Pilot and Naval Flight Officer Training Rates (PTR and
NFOTR, respectively) projected by the POM-82 Five Year
Defense Plan (FYDP) [Ref. 16]. Table 15 illustrates the
planned PTR's and NFOTR r s for the next six years. If the
projected rates are attained, the 1st Operational tour op-
portunities and shortfalls indicated by the AIRTOURS model
are valid. If the projected training rates are not achieved,
as has sometimes been the case in the past [Ref. 17],
then the AIRTOURS model has probably underestimated the
shortfalls or the opportunities in tour A.
Although the Subsequent Operational Squadron tour results




Planned PTR T s Through POM-82 FYDP
FY PROP JET HELO
81 322 324 251
82 333 313 304
83 359 315 321
84 359 315 366
85 359 320 366
86 359 330 366






















these data must be evaluated with caution. As presently
constrained for all pilot subcommunities , the C tour occurs
immediately following the A tour. It was constructed in
this manner to account for the various squadron billet
structures that require experienced aviators in the grade
of Lieutenant, and to model actual manpower policy which
allows certain pilots to be detailed to subsequent opera-
tional flying duty outside their primary warfare specialties
The positioning of this tour also represents the time frame
when officers who were assigned as flight instructors
immediately upon completion of training (SERGRADS) enter
the operational fleet, and they are, in fact, a major source
of manpower for this tour.
The C tour billets are positioned, therefore, at a time
point which is coincidental to traditional shore duty
assignments. Current aviation officer detailing policy re-
quires that many of these shore requirements must receive
priority manning. CNO policy states, for example, that all
recruiting command billets will be 100% manned [Ref. 15].
This policy is not necessarily confining in and of itself;
however, Monthly Officer Status Report data [Ref. 18] pub-
lished in April 1980, indicates a shortfall of over 800
Lieutenant Aviation Warfare Officers. Consequently, it may
be assumed that shortfalls probably exist for pilots with
years of service which would make them eligible to fill
tour C requirements. The AIRTOURS model is presently
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constrained to operational or sea duty analysis; therefore,
it is unable to project total tour opportunities (i.e., shore
and sea duty) at any point in time. What the model is able
to project, in the case of C tour pilot requirements, is
trends. For example, in the case of the prop pilot sub-
community, if shortfalls are assumed to be present even with
an apparant tour C opportunity ratio of 19$ (FY 8l), then
any increase in future FY's signals a greater overall manpower
shortfall at this career point. Tour opportunity decreases
in future years similarly would indicate a reduced manpower
deficit, relative to the initial benchmark.
Tour C for NFO ' s does not occur at the same time as it
does for pilots, since there is very little fleet demand for
experienced NFO ' s immediately following the 1st Operational
tour. For the NFO sub communities modelled, current data re-
flects that the Subsequent Operational Squadron tour (Tour C)
occurs coincidentally with the CI and C2 tours, which are
both considered as sea duty assignments. Therefore, tour C
opportunities for the two Naval Flight Officer sub communities




Based on a projected PTR of 359 prop pilots after
1982, results of current data reveal that first tour short-
falls will be eliminated by 1986. Billet rate data in
Appendix K also indicates that, given no other changes in
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first tour requirements, a balanced A tour (i.e., approximately
100% tour opportunity) can be maintained by a PTR of 3^1
prop pilots per year. Tour C opportunities average 21% for
the five year period 1981-85; however, the overall trend
after 1984 is decreasing, indicating a possible improvement
in the manpower supply at this career point.
Results indicate that after 1982, the Subsequent
Operational Squadron (CI) and Staff (C2) tours, as well as
the Lieutenant Commander Squadron tours (E and El), will be
increasingly difficult to fill. The squadron department
head tour appears to be the most seriously affected, with
almost 50% shortfalls in FY 85 and FY 86. Aviation Squadron
Command opportunities appear adequate until 1983, when the
ratio drops below 50%. This decline is due to the greater
numbers of officers becoming eligible for squadron command
by virtue of having attained the required YCS. Overall
average squadron command opportunity for the five year
period 1981-85 remains at approximately 50%. The trend
in opportunities for both major and sequential commands is
increasing over the time frame analyzed.
2. Jet Pilots
Results depicted for jet pilots are very similar to
those outlined for the prop pilot community, although for
many tours, the shortfalls are more severe. The exception
to this is the first operational tour where shortfalls of
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jet pilots are 18% in 1981 decreasing to 3% in 1986. Un-
like the prop pilot community, the first tour shortages are
not entirely eliminated by the PTR's projected, which in-
dicates that PTR's even higher than those forecast may be
necessary to meet tour A billet requirements for jet pilots.
Tour C opportunities for jet pilots are approximately
twice as high as the same opportunities in the prop sub-
community. The opportunities trend is fluctuating over the
six year period analyzed with a five year average of 38%
for 1981-85. This relatively high tour opportunity could
signal serious problems within the shore establishment,
based on analysis cited earlier.
The Subsequent Operational Ship (CI) and Staff (C2)
tours also exhibit shortfalls more critical than those pro-
jected for the prop community, averaging lQ% for FY 82-86.
Perhaps the most critical problems projected for the jet
pilot community occurs in Lieutenant Commander and Commander
tours. In the E and El tours shortfalls are projected to
increase every year after 1981, culminating in 1986 with a
72% deficiency in officers eligible to fill Squadron
Department Head billets. Appendix I indicates that, ceteris
paribus, there will be only 46 officers available to fill 167
tour El requirements
.
The G2/3 Aviation Squadron Command tour also indicates
some remarkable results. Opportunity to command an aviation
squadron has traditionally been higher for jet pilots than for
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other aviation communities due to the large number of single
pilot aircraft in the Navy's jet aircraft inventory. How-
ever, the results depicted in Appendix J indicates a five
year average opportunity of 76$ with shortfalls projected
for 1986! It is highly unlikely that the critical XO/CO
tour will be gapped; however, the existence of this ab-
normally high opportunity for command (Navy wide average
aviation command opportunity is 55%) indicates an inherent
lack of selectivity available to aviation command screen
boards. Analysis presented later will indicate several
alternatives available to regain this selectivity and thereby
ensure a supply of only the "best fitted" officers for
aviation command. Relatively high major and sequential
command opportunities also exist for jet pilots. This is
to be expected, however, since command of aircraft carriers
is presently limited to jet aviation officers. Should this
policy change in the future, a more balanced major and
sequential command opportunity would be realized.
3. Helo Pilots
Of the five aviation subcommunities examined, the
helicopter community exhibits the fewest manpower shortages.
With the exception of first tour shortages in 1981 and some
relatively minor CI and C2 tour shortfalls in FY 84 and FY 85,
the helo sub community appears healthy. The PTR for helo
pilots is projected to increase significantly between 1981
and 1984. The commissioning of HCV 4 and HCV 5 in 1983 and
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1984 respectively, as well as the introduction of the
LAMPS MK III squadrons to the fleet commencing in late 1984,
necessitate this increased training rate. If the projected
rates are achieved, the helo subcommunity should be able to
fulfill all billet requirements projected.
4. Prop Naval Flight Officers
Results of current data for prop NFO's also show
major shortages in the first tour position with these short-
falls being reduced gradually through 1986, although the
shortfalls are not projected to have been eliminated entirely
as was the case for prop pilots. This projected reduction
in shortfalls is again attributable to the increased NFOTR.
Fulfillment of Subsequent Operational tours (C, CI, C2)
will pose no problem until 1984, when these tours will also
begin to experience shortfalls. Aviation squadron command
opportunities for prop NFO's is slightly lower than for
pilots in the same subcommunity. This is attributed to the
fact that NFO's are not presently eligible for command of
training squadrons whose mission is pilot training exclusively;
therefore, there are fewer squadrons that NFO's are eligible
to command.
5. Jet Naval Flight Officers
Other than first tour shortfalls, the jet NFO sub-
community will be able to fill all of the projected billet
requirements through 1986 with no apparent problems. As will
be demonstrated later, the existence of fairly "healthy" NFO
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sub communities provides planners with alternative manpower
supplies to help cure the problems created by decreasing
pilot inventories.
C. AVIATION PARAMETER ALTERATIONS
There are several areas in which manpower managers may
readily vary pertinent data to affect the outcome of tour
opportunities
:
Alterations in billet structure for specific duty
assignments and tour positions.
Alterations in tour position through changes in starting
points and durations
.
Alteration of billet grade requirements
.
Alteration of the supply of aviation officers eligible
to fill billet requirements.
The following analysis will attempt to demonstrate the
utility and flexibility of the AIRTOURS model by implementing
some of these types of alterations. The changes presented
should not be considered reflective of offical manpower
planning policies . The options investigated merely repre-
sent conceivable alternatives designed to demonstrate the
manipulative capability of the AIRTOURS model. The discussion
in the following sections will be more meaningful if ref-
erral is made to Appendices M through 0, where the results
of the computer sessions in which the specific changes were
made are presented.
The tour opportunity matrices illustrated in Appendix J
should be used as benchmarks with which to compare the tour
opportunities that resulted when the current data were changed
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1 . Billet Requirement Alterations
Manpower requirements for sea duty assignments will
vary, depending on the rate of hardware aquisitions and dis-
posals. Alterations in numbers of ships and squadrons will
dictate changes in billet requirements which, in turn, require
modifications in manpower policies to ensure efficient ful-
fillment or elimination of such requirements [Ref. 5]- When
using the AIRTOURS model to analyze billet requirement alter-
natives, the model user must be cautious to ensure that
the changes chosen provide manpower with the required rank,
experience, and training to fill newly established billets.
Similarly, when billets are eliminated, care should be
taken to ensure that a proper balance or mix of billet
quality is maintained.
The Unrestricted Line Officer Manning Plan (OMP)
[Ref. 18] provides justification for several of the man-
power requirement alterations to be implimented here.
Present guidance indicates that reductions in aviation
squadron manning below levels indicated by the Officer
Master Billet File are authorized and, in fact, are being
implemented as policy. Similarly, the OMP recognizes the
necessity to mismatch officers with billet grade and designator





Prior to instituting any changes in the aviation
data, the ramifications of an increase in operational units
is evident through examination of the data currently available.
The various organization matrices (Appendix B) reveal that one
CVN class aircraft carrier will be added to the fleet in
1982. The additional billet requirements cause various changes
to all aviation subcommunities in the relevant tour positions
affected. For example, these added requirements contri-
buted to the increased manpower shortfalls projected for
jet pilots in the CI tour between 1981 and 1982. The jet pilot
shortfalls in this tour cannot be completely attributed to
the additional aircraft carrier, however. While the CVN
will create seven new jet pilot billets in 1982, the supply
of officers eligible to fill these billets is projected to
decrease by 14 officers, thereby indicating that the new
CVN will simply intensify an already deteriorating situation.
Current data for the helo pilot subcommunity
also depicts the results of additional aviation organizations.
HCV 4 and HCV 5 are scheduled to be commissioned in FY
83 and FY 84 respectively, while the LAMPS MK III squadrons
will begin joining the fleet in 1984 with the commissioning
of one additional squadron per year in 1985 and 1986. Re-
ferral to Appendix J shows that the inclusion of these new
units will present no manpower problems to the helo pilot




As shown in Appendix M, Change I demonstrates
the opposite alteration of manpower requirements. This
change reflects the effect on the jet pilot community of the
decommissioning of Fleet Support Squadrons VC-2 and VC-7,
also, to remain in consonance with the OMBF, VC-6 billets
were redesignated as shore duty eliminating yet another
operational organization. The major effect of these changes
occured in the first operational tour, where the AIRTOURS
model project-ed that as a result all shortfalls will be
eliminated by 1986. Slight shortfall reductions are also
evidenced in the E and El tours due to reduced requirements
for Lieutenant Commander, as well as small reductions in
squadron command opportunities. In the case of jet pilots,
these reduced command opportunities should probably be
viewed as a benefit, since they allow a slightly greater
degree of selectivity in the command screening process.
b. Billet Structure Changes
Change II in Appendix M depicts the option of
altering billet requirements by specific tour position, again
using the jet pilot subcommunity as an example. Discrete
jet pilot billet requirements in the Subsequent Operational -
Ship tour (CI) were reduced by three jet aviators on all
applicable aircraft carriers. The resulting opportunities
matrix shows that virtually all jet pilot shortfalls were
eliminated in this tour.
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The three billets per CV eliminated for jet
pilots , would undoubtedly have to be filled by another sub-
community. Change III illustrates the resultant tour op-
portunities if all three billets were designated as jet NFO
requirements. As shown, no problems would occur until 1986
when slight tour CI shortfalls were projected. This billet
requirements change was a logical one since some jet pilot
billets aboard carriers could be adequately filled by NFO ' s
.
For example, the Gunnery/Ordanance Officer, Assistant Cata-
pult and Arresting Gear Officer, and the Assistant Carrier
Air Traffic Control Officer are all CI tour billets with
designator requirements presently specifying jet pilots.
These billets could undoubtedly be filled by jet NFO ' s
.
Change IV depicts an alteration to the jet pilot
community similar to that presented in Change II. In this
case, all CI tour discrete jet pilot billets are converted
to nondiscrete aviator billets. Redesignation of billet re-
quirements into nondiscrete categories allows manpower
planners increased flexibility in the assignment process,
thereby enabling a more optimal utilization of available
manpower. Change IV results indicate that a billet require-
ments alteration of this type would eliminate all CI and C2
tour shortfalls in the jet pilot subcommunity . Of course,
such a change will affect the other subcommunities as well
and if it were actually contemplated the result of such a
change on the other subcommunities would have to be analyzed
and weighed in conjunction with the above results.
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Change V is an example of a billet structure
alteration in the prop pilot sub community . The alterations
depicted in Appendix H show the reduction of mandated
billet requirements by one aircrew per squadron for ASW
and TACAIR units (VP and VW) , and, where considered feasible,
one aircrew per type aircraft flown for Fleet Support
Squadrons (VQ, VC, VR, etc.). These reductions were
apportioned among the A, E, and El tours by reducing the A
tour billet requirement by two pilots and the E or El tour
requirements by one pilot in all squadrons with three pilot
flight crews (eg. VP, VQ). In squadrons with only two
pilots per crew (eg. VAW) , the billet reductions were evenly
distributed between A and E tours. Results show that E
tour shortfalls were eliminated in all years except 1984,
while El deficits were also greatly reduced. Additionally,
first operational tour shortfalls were reduced such that no
shortfalls were projected after 1982.
2. Tour Position Alterations
Adjustments in tour positions must be undertaken
with caution to consider properly the various qualitative
billet requirements. For example, a model user may wish to
modify the El Department Head tour such that its tour start
point be at 6 YCS and concurrently alter the billet grade re-
quirements to allow Lieutenants to fill El billets. How-
ever, an alteration of this type would not realistically
reflect current policy, nor would it represent a realistic
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alternative to current policy, given shore requirements
at this same career point. Another such change would be to
increase the duration of a tour without regard to the effects
on the starts and durations of following tours. Probably the
most important consequence of tour length alteration is the
impact this type of change has on shore assignments. Any
lengthening of the operational tours to gain additional
eligible officers for sea duty assignments concurrently
reduces the supplies available to fill shore assignments. If
there were an overabundance of aviation officers to fill
shore requirements this would not be a problem; unfortunately,
the opposite is the case. As stated earlier, the Monthly
Officer Status Report [Ref. 19] published by NMPC in April
1980, indicated inventory shortfalls of over 800 Lieutenants
in authorized shore duty billets. Although several of the
following model applications may affect adjacent shore duty
assignments, it must be kept in mind that the changes pre-
sented are designed to meet fleet requirements only.
The tour position adjustments described below
are illustrated in Appendix N. As before, tour opportunity
results must be compared with the benchmark matrices in
Appendix J.
Change VI shows the effect on the jet NFO sub-
community of legthening the first operational tour by one
year. Although implementation of this change would shorten
following shore assignments significantly, operational
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requirements may necessitate such measures. Tour opportunity
results reveal that this option would completely eliminate
all Tour A shortfalls for jet NFO's.
Change VII Illustrates similar tour change for
prop pilots. This alteration , however, lengthens the E and
El tours to '3 years while simultaneously moving the tour
starts to the end of the 10th and 11th years, respectively.
This tour movement is in consonance with current officer
detailing policy in the prop pilot subcommunity . The re-
sulting opportunities matrix show that although tour E and
El shortfalls would not be eliminated, they would be reduced
significantly
.
An example of a tour change and an accompanying
billet grade requirement alteration is depicted by Change
VIII, again using the prop pilot subcommunity to illustrate
the affects of the change. The Operational-Senior 04 tour,
(E2) consisting of various carrier and staff billets, is
normally reserved for Lieutenant Commanders who have completed
an early squadron Lieutenant Commander tour. Implementation
of Change VIII would alter tour E2 such that its start point
would be moved to the end of the 14th YCS; comensurate with
this movement, a billet grade requirement alteration would
be implemented allowing officers in the grade of Commander
to be considered eligible for this tour. Results show that
an alteration of this type would eliminate all E2 tour
shortfalls for prop pilots.
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The final tour position alteration, Change IX, was
designed to show the effect on the jet pilot sub community of
lengthening the -G2/3 Squadron XO/CO tour by six months
and moving it one year earlier in the officer career path.
A change of this type would be feasible, since an officer
is screened for aviation command in his 13th year of commis-
sioned service. Results of this change shown in Appendix N
indicate that the command opportunity for jet pilots would be
reduced to approximately 50% through FY 84; however, after
1984, opportunities are again very high with 1986 indicating
a shortfall of greater intensity than was originally pro-
jected. Changes of the type proposed above were not de-
signed to limit the command opportunities for aspiring jet
pilots. They were proposed simply to allow the community
greater selectivity in choosing officers for these critical
billets
.
3 . Multiple Parameter Alterations
The following application is designed to illustrate
model diversity through several combinations of changes for
the purpose of fulfilling current requirements and eliminating
manpower shortfalls. The prop pilot sub community was chosen
for this application, although the changes implemented
would be equally as applicable to the other sub communities
as demonstrated earlier. The computer session output for




Change X incorporates the following alterations:
a. VC2, VC7, and VC6 are eliminated from the operational
organizations considered, as containing tour op-
portunities. This reflects the decommissioning and
redesignation as shore duty mentioned earlier.
b. The first operational tour (A) is lengthened by six
months and the subsequent squadron tour (C) is moved
6 months later in the career path.
c. Similarly, the E and El Squadron Lieutenant Commander
tours are both increased in duration by 6 months
and moved one year earlier.
d. The E2 tour is moved to commence at 14 years of
service while tour quality requirements are altered to
allow 05 billet fills.
e. Billet structure requirements are changed by eliminating
one aircrew per squadron as explained in Change V.
f. All discrete prop pilot CI tour ship billets are
converted to the nondiscrete aviator category.
Results in Appendix show that employment of these
alterations would succeed in meeting practically all prop pilot
billet requirements. The only exception would be minor
Tour A shortfalls in 1981 and 1982. Again, the effect of
these changes on other subcommunities would also have to
be examined.
The application of the AIRTOURS program presented
in this section has demonstrated the flexibility and utility
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of this manpower planning tool. Model capability is in no
way limited to the changes depicted for the individual
sub communities and many other feasible changes are possible
Manpower analysts, tasked with the difficult problem of
declining aviator inventories, should find the AIRTOURS
model a useful addition to their planning arsenal.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Management of the distribution of scarce aviation man-
power resources will be of critical importance for several
years to come if the combat effectiveness of Naval Aviation
is to be maintained. The importance and far reaching
effects of decisions concerning manpower management requires
that planners use every means available in quest of optimal
utilization policies. The decision making capability of
aviation manpower planners can be greatly enhanced through
the use of management science techniques, such as computerized
planning models, which provide the capability to simulate
and analyze alternative planning options. The models
should contain enough detail so that potential users have
confidence that the results derived from their use accurately
reflects the situations being modelled; concurrently, the
models must be easily interpretable so that wide dissemination
of model output is enhanced.
Application of the AIRTOURS computer model, developed
in this research, has shown how such an interactive management
tool can be applied and integrated into the aviation manpower
planning process.
The results computed by the model have tended to con-
firm that Naval Aviation is currently experiencing a serious
imbalance between requirements and available inventories in
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many of the tours examined and that this imbalance, while
more serious in the jet and prop pilot subcommunities, is
not confined to them exclusively. The model has also indi-
cated those aviation subcommunities which are not as seriously
affected by declining inventories, and whose members may
therefore, be able to provide a certain degree of slack in
filling important manpower requirements in the future.
More importantly, however, the AIRTOURS model has
demonstrated the ability to simulate alternative manpower
policies. With this capability at their disposal, manpower
managers may be able to revise current resource employment
to meet more effectively the organizational goals of the
Navy and the individual goals of Aviation Warfare Officers.
The AIRTOURS model is a useful planning tool as it
currently exists. There are, however, a number of altera-
tions possible that could be implemented through continued
research, which would permit even greater capability. These
recommendations are as follows:
1. The integration of shore duty assignments, including
appropriate 1000 and 1050 billets, could provide for
a more complete analysis of aviation manpower require-
ments. While inclusion of these complicated require-
ments may tend to impair the interactive capability of
the model, the benefit of a more sensitive model able




2. The apportionment algorithms as explained in Section
III. B. 5- 3 presently divide the nondiscrete billet
requirements among the various subcommunities based
entirely on average supplies. The ability to inter-
actively alter these proportions based on other criteria
(eg. requirements) would increase model accuracy and
enable enhanced hypothesis testing capability.
3. The model currently analyzes five separate aviation
subcommunities and displays results data individually
for each. Data analysis capability would be enhanced




c. All prop community
d. All jet community
e. All aviation warfare community
These categories would be useful for manpower planning
decisions at the increased levels of data aggregation.
4. While tour opportunity results at increased levels of
data aggregation are useful for certain policy making
decisions, a more detailed analysis would also be use-
ful. For example, although the AIRTOURS model projects
many shortfalls in the jet community, it does not contain
sufficient detail to distinguish among types of jet
pilots (i.e., F-l4, A-7, S-3, etc.). Therefore, while
the subcommunity as a whole may be experiencing
manpower shortfalls, supplies of certain types of jet
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pilots may be sufficient to fill requirements. A
computer model which distinguished Aviation Warfare
Officers by the specific type aircraft they fly would
enable more effective decision making at this micro
level of aggregation and would therefore be a useful
endeavor for continued research in this area.
Improvement of the control and management of scarce re-
sources particularily those associated with aviation man-
power, will continue to be a challenge in the future. This
challenge will require Navy manpower planners to continue
to develop extraordinary and innovative planning methods to
attempt to cope with and hopefully reverse the serious aviation
manpower shortages and thereby prevent the erosion of military
combat effectiveness. Computer models carefully tailored
to the manpower manager's needs could play an important




TOUR POSITION INDICATION CODES AND DESCRIPTIONS
1. FIRST OPERATIONAL TOUR (A) - The tour represented by TPIC
A was the first operational tour experienced by aviators upon
completion of flight training. Assignments in this tour in-
cluded all junior officer billets (paygrade 03 and below) in
Tactical Aircraft (TACAIR), Antisubmarine Warfare (ASW), and
Force Support squadrons. Additionally Search and Rescue,
overseas Naval Air Station and certain aviation ship billets
were also included in this classification.
2. SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONAL TOURS (TPIC's C, CI, C2 ) - The
tours represented by TPIC's C, CI, and C2 included those
assignments experienced by aviation officers after their first
shore duty. Traditionally these tours have been labelled
"disassociated sea duty" since they included assignments
outside the aviators normal warfare specialty. The "disass-
ociated" label is misleading; although the incumbents of
these billets may not utilize their specific warfare special-
ties directly, they are not disassociated from the aviation
community. All of the billets with these tours specifically
require an aviation warfare officer. Consequently, these tours
were designated as "subsequent operational" tours, reflecting
the requirement that billet incumbents be experienced aviation
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warfare specialists. Although these tours occured at ap-
proximately the same point in the career development path, the
diversity of assignments involved necessitated refinement
into the following subsets:
Subsequent Operational - Squadron (C )
This tour contained lieutenant (03) billets in aviation
squadrons where the requirements for experienced aviation
officers, as addressed by the unit ROC/POE statements,
exceeded billet file allowances for experienced aviators
in paygrades 04 and 05-
Subsequent Operational - Ship (CI )
Any tour occuring at the specified career point in-
volving assignment to a ship's company billet such
as navigator, CIC officer, TSC officer, etc.
Subsequent Operational - Staff (C2 )
Any tour that involved assignment to a sea going
staff such as a carrier group or cruiser-destroyer
group, or to staffs which were classified as sea duty
such as overseas naval air stations, certain ASWOC's
and numbered fleets.
3. LCDR OPERATIONAL TOURS (TPIC'a, E, El, E2 ) - The tours
represented by TPIC's E, El, ane E2 were the^ operational tours




Squadron Operation - Non-Department Head (E)
Any aviation squadron tour where the billet required
an officer in paygrade 04, but was not considered a
department head position (i.e., Training Officer, Safety
Officer, Natops Officer, etc.).
Squadron Operational - Department Head (El)
Any aviation squadron tour where the billet incumbent
was considered a department head. (Operations, Admin-
istrative, Maintenance).
Operational - Senior 04 (E2 )
Those tours which required that the billet incumbent
had previously served an 04 operational tour. These
assignments included billets on carrier airwing (CVW)
staffs and aboard carriers.
4. CDR OPERATIONAL TOURS (TPIC's Gl, G2/3, G4/5
, gjj. ) - TPIC's
Gl, G2/3 3 G4/5, and Q6 indicated any sea tour requiring
the billet incumbent to be in paygrade 0-5 with additional
restrictions as follows:
Operational - CDR (Gl )
Any operational tour requiring an 05 incumbent and
not requiring completion of an XO/CO tour.
Squadron Operational XO/CO (G2/3)
Any tour involving command of an aviation squadron.
Since squadron executive officers normally "Fleet Up"
to the commanding officer position, this tour represents
a composite of the two billets.
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Sequential Command In Grade (G4/5)
Any tour considered as a bonus command, including CVW
commanders (CAG's), Carrier XO , and Fleet Replacement
Squadron (FRS) CO ' s
.
Ship Operational Department Head (G6 )
Any ship board department head tour requiring an 05
incumbent who has completed an aviation command tour.
5. OPERATIONAL CAPTAIN TOURS (TPIC's HI, H2, H3
, gjQ - TPIC's
HI, H2, H3, and H4 indicated any sea tour requiring the
billet incumbent to be in paygrade 06, with the additional
restrictions as follows:
Operational Captain (HI)
Any sea tour requiring an 05 incumbent but not requiring
screening by the Aviation major Command Board.
Major Sea Command (H2 )
Major sea commands for aviation captains consist of
both amphibious and service force ships and Patrol Air
Wings (PAW) . To be considered eligible for this tour
the incumbent must have screened and been selected by
the Major Command Screen Board.
Sequential Sea Command (H3)
Sequential Sea Commands include Aircraft Carriers, LHA's,
Phibrons, and Servrons . The billet incumbent must
have held major sea command to be eligible for this tour.
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Post Major Command (H4)
This tour consists entirely of CRUDES GRU Chief of Staff
billets. To be eligible for this tour, the billet




AVIATION ORGANIZATIONS AND COMMAND CATEGORIES
PROP COMMUNITY
NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS FORECAST



































35. NAS GTUQ BAI
36. NAF SIGONELLA
37. NS KEFLAVIK



















2 2 2 2 2 2
9 9 9 9 9 9
2 3 3 3 3 3
8 8 8 8 8 3
6 6 6 6 6 6





NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS FORECAST
















































































2 2 2 2 2 2
9 9 9 9 9 9
2 3 3 3 3 3
8 3 8 8 3 8
6 6 6 6 6 6






NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS FORECAST
NO. ORGANIZATION
as
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
1. 11 11 11 11 11 11
2. HSL 6 6 6 6 6 6
3. HM 2 2 2 2 2 2
4. SSI (.SEA) 1 1
5. HCl (SEA) 1 1
6. HCl (DET2) 1 1
7. HCl (DETS) 1 1
a. HCl (SEA) 1 1
9. HCS (SEA) 1 1
10. HCll (SEA) 1 1
n. HCIS (SEA) 1 1
12. HCV*
13. HCVS
1*. VCS 1 1
15. vca 1 1
16. VR2* 1 1
17. VXE6 1 1
18. TACRON 1 1 1
19. TACRON 21/22 1 1
20. LPD 1«* 14 14 14 14 14
21. LPH 7 7
22. LHA 5 5 5 5
23. AVT 1 1 1 1
2i*. CVl 2 2 2 2 2 2
25. CV2 9 9 9 9 9 9
25. CVN 2 3 3 3 3 3
27. CRUDESGRU 8 8 3 8 8 8
23. CARGRU 6 6 6 6 6 6
29. PHIBRON 4 4 4 4
30. WD FLEET 1
31. 3RD FLEET 1
32. PACMISRANFAC 1
33. HAS GT'AQ BAY 1
3i*. NS KEFLAVIK 1
35. NAS CUBI POINT 1
36. NAS AG AN A 1
37. NS ADAK 1
38. OTHER SAR 1
39. LAMPS MK III
•0. OTHERS 1
11. TRARON XO/CO 1
i*2. FRS CO 1
43. MAJOR CMDS 1








f/O, CODE ;//!«£ BEGIN LENGTH
•WW wwww wwww
1. 4 1ST OPERATIONAL 2.00 3.00
2. C SUBS OPER SQD 5.00 2.50
3. CI SUBS OPER SHIP 8.00 2.00
4. C2 SUBS OPER STAFF 8.00 2.00
5. £ SQD OPER NON-DH 11.00 2.50
6. 51 SQD OPER DH 12.00 2.50
7. £2 SHP OPER SR.Q* 13.00 2.00
3. CI OPER CDR 16.00 2.00
9. C2/3 SQD OPER XO/CO 16.00 2.50
10. C4/5 j • C . j. . (j • 18.50 1.50
11. £?6 SffP 0P£tf 0ff 18.50 2.00
12. ffl 0P£# C-4Pr 22.00 2.00
13. HI MAJ SEA CUD 22.00 2.00*
14. H2 SEQ SEA CMD 2^.00 2.00
15. tf4 POST HAJ CMD 24.00 2.00
NFO's
TOUR POSITION INDICATORS
-2i CODS NAME BEGIN LENGTH
.-• A 1ST OPERATIONAL 2.00 3. 00
2. C SUBS OPER SQD 7.50 2. 50
3. CI SUBS OPER SHIP 7.50 2.Q0
4. C2 SUBS OPER STAFF 7.50 2.00
5. E SQD OPER NON-DH 11.00 2.50
6. El SQD OPER DH 12.00 2. 50
7. E2 SUP OPER SH ,04 13.00 2. 00
8. Gl OPER CDR 16.00 2.00
9. C2/3 SQD QPER XO/CO 16.00 2. 50
10. C4/5 S.C.I.G, 18.50 1. 50
11. 06 SHP OPER DH 18.50 2.00
12. Mi OPER CAPT 22.00 2.00
13. HI HAJ SEA CMD 22.00 2.00
14. HI SEQ SEA CMD 24.00 2.00
15. #4 POST MAJ CMD 24.00 2.00
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uoL NAME BEGIN LENGTH
1. A 1ST OPERATIONAL 2. 50 3.00
2. C SUBS OPER SQD 5.50 2.50
3. CI SUBS OPER SHIP 3.00 2.00
<*. CI SUBS OPER STAFP 8.00 2.00
5. E SQD OPER N0N-D8 11.00 2. 50
6. El SQD OPER DH 12.00 2.50
7. E2 SHP OPER S/?.0«» 13.00 2.00
3. Gl OPER CDR 16.00 2.00
9. G2/Z SQD OPER XO/CO 16.00 2.50
10. CU/5 S »C . I • G . 18.50 1.50
11. cs SHP OPER DH 18.50 2.00
12. HI OPER CAPT 22.00 2.00
13. H2 MAJ SEA CUD 22.00 2.00
It. f/3 SEQ SEA CMD 2U.00 2.00
15. H* POST MAJ CMD 2*. 00 2.00
NFO's
TOUR POSITION INDICATORS
HO, CODE NAME BEGIN LENGTH
"*"• — ••««• "•«•"«•
1. A 1ST OPERATIONAL 2.00 3.00
2. C SUBS OPER SQD 7.50 2.50
3. CI SUBS OPER SHIP 7.50 2. 00
«. CI SUBS OPER STAFF 7.50 2.00
5. E SUD OPER NON-DH 11.00 2. 50
6. El SQD OPER DH 12.00 2.50
7. E2 SHP OPER SR.QH 13.00 2.00
8. Gl OPER CDR 16.00 2.00
9. G2/3 SQD OPER XO/CO 16.00 2.50
10. G4/5 S.C.I.G. 18.50 1.50
11. £6 SHP OPER DH 18.50 2.00
12. HI OPER CAPT 22.00 2.00
13. HI MAJ SEA CMD 22.00 2.00
!«. H2 SEQ SEA CMD 2i+. 00 2.00








££i SAMS BEGIN LENGTH
1. A 1ST OPERATIONAL 2.00 3.00
2. C SUBS OPER SQD 5.00 2.50
3. CI SUBS OPER SHIP 7.50 2.00
«. C2 SUBS OPER STAFF 7.50 2.00
5. s SQD OPER NON-DH 11.00 2.50
6. El SQD OPER DH 12.00 2.50
7. E2 SHP OPER SR.QH 13.00 2. 00
8. CI OPER CDR 16.00 2.00
9. G2/3 SQD OPER XO/CO 15.00 2.50
10. G4/5 S.C.I.G. 18.50 1.50
11. C6 SHP OPER DH .18.50 2.00
12. ffl OPER CAPT 22.00 2.00
13. H2 MAJ SEA CUD 22.00 2.00
1*. HZ SEQ SEA CUD 23.50 1.50






•Iuhbsr or ££££*£££ £*2£*£££2£ operational billets by orgahizatiohtyps

















SO. ORGAHIZATIOH A C CI £2mmm «»»>»«•--•••—•— m m
I. VP 30 1
2. //W<£2fl) 9
3. VAHE2C) 7
t». /CI 16 2
S. VQ2 20 2
6. VQ2 17 12
7. /flu 3d 10





1"*. VRC2Q IS "»
IS. VRCWO 17 i*
16. VRCSO 17 IS
17. VXE5 3 9
13. VXtii 11 1
19. VPiSPEC DET) 7
25. CV 1 H
26. CV 2 »
27. cvn *
30. ASVQC 2
32. SIR FLEET 1
33. 1TH FLEET 1
3*. PACXISRAttFAC *
35. HAS G7S0 BAY 5
36. UAF SIGOtlELLA 5 14
37. IIS KEFLAV IK »
38. HAS Cl'BI POIUT 3 3
39. HAS AG All A 3 3





















































i £ £i £1 £ £1 £2 2i 52/3 gws cs hi H2 hs »»
19 1 21 1
10 2 11 1
12 3 2 1
23 9 1 1
18 S 11 1
18 9 11 1
27 10 2 1 1
1 1
3 1 2 1
3
3












APPENDIX D (CONT. )
JET PILOT SUBCOMMUNITY







































































22i i'lZiiiiiZ1011 A c £1 il s Si
i. VF{F%) 9
2. vetfn) 10 2
». VAX 12
1 1
s. VAQ 13 2
6. vs 1*
1 2
7. VSl 14 2
1 2





11 19 1 2















aUMBES OF DISCRETE HELO API LOT OPERATIONAL BILLETS BY
^ZilililiVLlll!!














4 " . •
HO. ORGANIZATION A C ei C2
""* mmm—«-——» m " •— •—
1. as 1*
2. SSL 30 9
3. UM 20 -
». SSI (.SEA) 13 6
S. HC\ (.SEA) 7 7
s. NCI. (DET2) IS
1'. NCI (DE7&) 3
8. NCZ (SEA) 1»
9. NCi (SEA) •3 21
10. HCll (SSA) 31 6
11. NC1S (SSA) 10 3
12. acw* 13
13. HCVS 28
IS. res 7 3
IS. VR7* % H
17. YXES 6 2
18. TACRON 1








32. PACXISRAHPAC 1 9
33. NAS OTMO 3AT 1 7
35. NAS CUBI POINT 2 9
36. HAS A0A1IA 1 6
33. OTHER SAR 39 26
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40. iiAt .VISA* A
"•2. OTHERS
humber oe £2£;2£££££££ £££2£ 2f£2d££2£d£ ££££££5 £r oriianizatiohtipe
£2i 2££d££2d££2£ d £ £2 £2 £ £2 £2 2i £2£2 ilil ££ £2 12 £2 £2
3 1
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NUHBER OF APPORTIONED PROPlPILOT OPERATIONAL BILLETS BY ORGANIZATIONTIPE
NO. ORGANIZATION A C** •««••«•••" m •
1. VP 30 1
2. VA. iSZB) 9
3. VAHE2C) 7
i*. Vlil 16 2
S. Vh2 20 2
s. VQZ 17 12
7. VQt* 34 10






14. VRC3Q IS 4
IS. VRC*Q 17 4
16. vacso 17 15
17. VXES 8 9

















35. NAS GT.'IO BAX
36. NAP SIGONELLA 5
37. NS KSFLAVIK
38. HAS CUBI POINT 3



















































ffgjfggg of apportioned propwpo operational liikili 11 2££d££2dI£2££K£
ORGANIZATION A C C\ C7 S SI E2 01 (72/3 GH/S £8 HI H7 H3 an
1. VP 19 1
2. VAtf(EIB) 10 2
3. /Ay(E2C) 12 3
i». VQl 23 9
S. VQ2 13 6
6. VQ3 18 9
7. VQn 27 10
8. VCHVR OKT) 1
9. VC2







17. VXE& 7 7
13. 9XH9 9
















35. HAS GTHO 3AT
36. ,1AF SIG01IELLA
37. IIS KEFLAVIK











APPENDIX F (CONT. )
JET PILOT STJBCOMMUNITY
HUMBBS OF APPORTIONED JET&PILOT OPERATIONAL BILLETS BY ORGANIZATIONTIPE
•;a. ORGANIZATION A C CI Ci S B\ si 01 (72/3 CU/5 G8 HI* ------——
~
— m •*— mm — -— — mm --__ _.—
_
"— —
1. VFiFH) 9 2 1 1
2. VFIF1*) 9 2 1 2
3. VAL 10 1 3
4. VAX 12 2 1 1
5. VAQ 3 1 1
6. VS 15 2 1
7. 7Q1 6 3 1 1
a. VQ7 3 3 1
9. VCi. 2 1 3 2
10. VC7 11 2 1 3
11. YCS 10 3
12. VCS 1
13. VCI 12 1 3 2
1*. VCi S 2
15. vcxo S 3 •
IS. VR2* 13 3 1
17. VRC3Q 3 3
13. VRCHQ 9 3 2 1
19. VRCSQ 5 5
20. VAQ32 1» 9 1
21. /FP63 6 1 1 2
22. TACRON 1 1 1
23. TACRON 21/22 1 1 1 1
2». AVT 2 l 2
25. CV 1 6 2 3 1 3
26. CY 2 9 2 3 1 3
27. CY!t 8 2 2 1 *
23. ChUDESGRU 1
29. CARGRU 1 1
30. CM 1 1
31. 2ND FLEET 2
32. 3RD FLEET 2 1
33. ZTH FLEET 1
3"*. 7T.V FLEET 2 1




39. OTHERS 2 1
"»0. TRAROll XO/CO 3







APPENDIX ? (CONT. )
ivt ATT?Q SUBCOMMUNITY
HUHBER OP APPORTIONED JET\NFO OPERATIONAL BILLETS BT ORGANIZATIONTIPS
HO. ORGANIZATION A c
m*m— ---—mmmmmtmmm ~ •
1. VF(.P%) 9 2
2. VFtPi*} 10 2
3. VAL
l». VAH 12 2
S. VAi 13 1
6. VS 14 3





































ci a EX S2 G\ (52/3 C4/5 G% HI H7 #3 H*
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APPENDIX F (CONT. )
HELO PILOT SUBCOMMUNITY
NUMBER OF APPORTIONED HELOiPILOT OPERATIONAL BILLETS BT ORGANIZATIONT1PE
HO, ORGANIZATION C\ CI
1. US 11
2. HSL 30 9
3. HM 20
". HS1 {SEA) 13 6
5. acx {sea) 7 7
6. SCI {0ET2) IS
7. HCi (DET%) 3
8. BC2 (SEA) 11
9. RCA (SEA) 13 21
10. RCW (SEA) 31 6




IS. VCi 7 3
16. VR7H 1 1
















33. NAS GTMO BAZ 1
3». NS KEPLAVIK
35. NAS CUBI POINT 2
36. NAS AGANA 1
.
37. NS ADAK
38. OTHER SAR 39





























OFFICER INVENTORY BY GRADE AND YCS
INVENTORY OF PROPLPILOT OFFICERS FOR 198 1



































INVENTORY OF PROPLPILOT OFFICERS FOR 198 2




































INVENTORY OF PROPLPILOT OFFICERS FOR 198 3




































INVENTORY OF PROPbPILOT OFFICERS FOR 1984




































INVENTORY OF PROP&PILOT OFFICERS FOR 1985



































INVENTORY OF PROPAPILOT OFFICERS FOR 198 6






































INVENTORY OF PROPbNFO OFFICERS FOR 1981




































INVENTORY OF PROP AN FO OFFICERS FOR 19 82
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APPENDIX, G (CONT. )
INVENTORY OF PROPbNFO OFFICERS FOR 198 4




































INVENTORY OF PROPAN FO OFFICERS FOR 198 5




































INVENTORY OF PROPMl FO OFFICERS FOR 1986




































INVENTORY OF JETAPILOT OFFICERS FOR 198 1


































appkmdty a rnriMT. )
INVENTORY OF JEThPILOT OFFICERS FOR 198 2




































INVENTORY OF JETHPILOT OFFICERS FOR 198 3




































INVENTORY OF JETbPILOT OFFICERS FOR 198 4




































INVENTORY OF JETLPILOT OFFICERS FOR 198 5



































INVENTORY OF JETbPILOT OFFICERS FOR 1986




































INVENTORY OF JETANFO OFFICERS FOR 198 1







































































INVENTORY OF JETMIFO OFFICERS FOR 198 3




































inventor* of jetmpo 2f£££££5 £22 III!




































INVENTORY OF JETM1FO OFFICERS FOR 198 5




































INVENTORY OF JETM1F0 OFFICERS FOR 198 6




































INVENTORY OF HELOLPILOT OFFICERS FOR 1981




































INVENTORY OF HELOLPILQT OFFICERS FOR 1932



































INVENTOR* OF RELObPILOT OFFICERS FOR 198 3




































INVENTORY OF HELO&PILOT OFFICERS FOR 1984




































INVENTOR'S OF HELOLPILOT OFFICERS FOR 198 5




































INVENTORY OF HELO&PILOT OFFICERS FOR 1986






































NUMBER OF PROP&PILOT SEA BILLETS
YEAR A C CI C2 5 S\ ff2 CI C2/3 £74/5 C6. Hi H7 H2 ff4VMW- m m mvrn •• • *"— mm "" >•««•« "" —
«
• "*• ™" «P«r "•
1981 1022 86 59 84 92 86 16 12 66 3 1 1 8 3 2
1982 1022 36 63 84 92 86 17 15 66 3 '' 1 3 3 2
1983 1022 86 63 34 92 36 17 15 66 3 ' f 1 3 3 2
1984 1022 36 63 31 92 36 17 15 66 3 f l a 3 2
1985 1022 36 S3
.
34 92 36 17 15 66 3 r i 8 3 2
1986 1022 86 63 34 92 86 17 15 66 3 r i s 3 2
1981- 3S 1022 36 62 34 92 86 17 14 66 3 r i s 3 2
1932- 86 1022 86 63 84 92 86 17 15 66 3 f 1 3 3 2
NFO's
NUMBER OP PROP tilPO SEA BILLETS
IEAR A C CI C2 E SI 52 CI C2/3 C4/5 C6 ffl H2 33 ff4WM w • **• *"— m "**• •-* —
—
..—__ ••»«•— • "** —
—
•" "™
1981 703 103 69 63 66 48 2 4 4-2 2 S 3
1932 708 103 72 63 66 48 3 4 42 2 5 3
1983 708 103 72 68 66 48 3 4 42 2 5 3
1984 708 103 72 68 66 43 3 4 42 2 5 3
1935 708 103 72 68 66 48 3 4 42 2 5 3
1986 708 103 72 68 66 43 3 4 42 2 5 3
1981-•85 708 103 72 63 66 43 3 4 42 2 5 3







NUMBER OF JETLPILOT SEA BILLETS




»«•» —— m— "« "•*"
1981 902 106 111 44 104 167 44 61 117 33 48 6 15 13 4
1982 902 106 118 ""+ 104 167 46 63 117 33 52 6 16 14 4
1983 902 106 113 44 104 167 46 63 117 33 52 6 16 14 4
1984 902 106 118 44 104 167 46 63 117 33 52 6 16 14 4
1985 902 106 113 44 104 167 46 63 117 33 52 6 16 14 4
1986 902 106 118 4 4 104 167 46 63 117 33 52 6 16 14 4
1981-•35 902 106 117 "4 4 104 167 46 63 117 33 51 6 16 14 4
1982-•86 902 106 113 44 104 167 46 63 117 33 52 6 16 14 4
NFO's
NUMBER OP JETtSFO SEA BILLETS
IEAR A C CI C2 S El E2 CI C2/3 C4/5 C6 HI H2 HZ
•—_— m •" —m ~~ — ~— w *-* •««• ••»«»« —
—
— ** — — —
—
1981 633 135 64 27 41 99 12 4 60 12 9 2 4 1
1982 633 135 69 27 41 99 12 4 • 60 12 9 2 4 1
1933 638 135 69 27 41 99 12 4 60 12 9 2 4 1
1984 638 135 69 27 41 99 12 4 60 12 9 2 4 1
1935 683 135 69 27 41 99 12 4 60 12 9 2 4 1
1936 683 135 64 27 41 99 12 4 60 12 9 2 4 1
1981-•85 688 135 68 27 41 99 12 4 60 12 9 2 4 1








IIUMBER OP HELOCPILOT SEA BILLETS








XEAR A C CI (72 S SI E2 51 G2/3 £4/ 5 Co
—™~"* — — *"— — m tm«m mm — ** •<•_.. •«•»« "•"•
1981 572 106 . 88 67 73 63 4 4 51 7 20
1982 572 106 90 67 73 63 4 4 51 7 20
1983 590 106 90 67 79 66 4 5 53 7 20
1384 657 106 90 67 94 72 4 6 57 7 20
198S 696 105 90 57 109 75 4 6 59 7 20
1986 735 106 90 67 124 73 4 6 61 7 20
1981-85 613 106 39 67 36 68 4 5 55 7 20







NUMBER OF PROPdPILOT OFFICERS
YEAR A C £1 £2 E £1 £2 £1 £2/3 £4/5 £8 Rl 11 #3 ff4
1981 730 <446 59 85 141 140 28 21 110 15 46 6 71 60 4S
1932 772 417 65 87 92 109 31 26 117 13 45 4 46 50 38
1983 9^2 323 72 96 77 76 24 30 133 17 49 3 33 35 27
1984 989 384 59 78 64 53 12 35 150 19 53 3 30 23 18
1985 1017 453 51 69 70 45 11 32 146 19 57 3 31 17 12
1986 1030 496 43 .58 73 47 10 20 105 24 65 3 31 16 12
1981- 85 890 404 61 83 89 35 21 29 131 17 50 4 42 37 23
1982- 35 9S0 414 58 78 75 66 18 29 130 18 54 3 34 28 21
NFO f s
NUMBER OF PROPMlFO • OFFICERS
1EAR A C CI C2 E El E2 Gl G2/3 £74/5 £6 HI HI ff3 ff4m" "" m^ — •* "* —••«» •«« ——
1981 406 103 72 71 127 62 2 10 97 11 34 2 17 11 8
1982 448 111 80 75 119 79 6 11 106 14 38 2 22 9 7
1983 602 108 73 69 118 82 7 9 84 15 43 2 24 11 A
1984 680 93 65 61 125 80 6 7 76 15 42 2 24 14 10
1985 695 77 51 48 147 80 6 10 88 17 44 2 26 15 11
1936 696 59 38 35 139 92 6 11 101 7 27 3 29 15 11
1981- 85 566 98 68 65 123 76 5 10 90 14 40 2 23 12 9








NUMBER OF JBTHPILOT OFFICERS
YEAR A C CI C2 S ffl E2 Gl G2/3 (74/5 C6 HI H2 HZ H>*
™™~™ — — "*— "*• ~ ~• "•— —™ MM »«»™™ —" •"*• —™ m" ~—
1991 7i*0 235 109 43 163 209 55 73 131 51 34 23 63 125 35
1982 7m 310 95 36 96 165 54 87 152 42 39 22 55 97 25
1983 313 311 96 36 70 113 48 104 176 50 38 19 47 63 16
1984 370 241 106 39 57 71 25 90 165 50 91 21 51 49 13
1985 871 261 103 40 49 53 16 76 145 67 104 21 51 42 11
1936 875 316 32 30 52 46 IS 59 111 63 108 20 50 46 12
1981- 35 803 232 103 39 88 ' 122 40 86 154 52 91 22 54 75 20



































NUMBER OF iET&NFO OFFICERS


































































































iIUmbsr of ££££££££££ ££F£££2£
YEAR A £ £l £2 B El £2 £1 £2/3 £4/5 £5 £1 HJ1 #3 #4
1981 489 272 122 93 197 102 7 6 71 8 27 17 22 14
1982 628 245 133 100 185 121 6.8 91 10 28 17 12 21
1983 814 243 115 87 177 131 9 14 127 11 32 17 10 10
1984 906 353 89 67 139 133 10 15 129 12 33 14 11 9
1985 993 477 86 64 158 99 7 13 118 18 45 15 10 10
1986 1044 550 101 76 146 98 6 17 148 22 56 17 9 9
1981-85 766 313 109 82 171 117 8 11 107 12 33 16 13 13







SEATOUR OPPORTUNITY {SHORTFALL) OF ELIGIBLE PROPHPILOT OFFICERS IN PERCENTAGE
IEAR A C CI CI 5 El E2 Gl C2/3 <?4/5 GS HI R2 #3 Y4
~" ~~ ~~ — —— M * **— m •• — -• >•«•"» •~~" "•• ~—
1981 (29) 19 99 99 66 61 57 56 60 17 16 11 11 5 5
1982 (2i*) 21 97 97 (1) 79 55 55 57 20 16 17 17 6 6
1983 (8) 27 38 88 (17) (12) 73 48 49 16 15 23 23 9 9
1981* (3) 22 (7) (7) (31) -(38) (27) 42 44 IS 14 25 25 14 14
1935 (1) 19 (19) (19) (24) (47) (37) 46 45 14 13 24 24 19 19
1986 99 17 (32) (32) (21) (46) (1*0) 72 63 11 11 24 24 20 20
1981-85 (13) 21 (2) (2) (%) (2) 80 49 '50 16 15 18 18 9 9
1982-•86 (7) 21 (3) (8) (19) (23) 97 51 51 15 14 22 22 11 11
NFO ' s
SEATOUR OPPORTUNITY (.SHORTFALL) OF ELIGIBLE PROP&NFO OFFICERS IN PERCENTAGE

















































1984 (4) (9) (10) (10) 52 60 45 61 55 13 12 15 15
1985 (2) (26) (29) (29) 44 60 51 42 48 12 11 14 14
1986 (2) (43) (43) (48) 47 52 46 40 42 26 19 12 12
1981-85 (20) (5) (5) (4) 51 63 52 46 47 13 12 IS 15







££d£££2 £££££££££££ i££££££d££i 21 ££££££££ £££££££££ ££££££££ TJL £££££2£d££
XEAR A £ £i ££ £ £i £H CI £2/3 £4/5 G5 Hi HI H3 ff4
1981 (18) 37 (2) (2) 52 80 79 8* 90 6* 57 23 23 11 11
1982 (18) 34 (19) (19) (7) (1) 8b 73 77 79 59 29 29 15 15
1993 (9) 3* (19) (19) (33) (32) 96 51 67 67 59 31 31 22 22
1981 (I) ' 11 (11) (11) (45) (57) (45) 70 71 66 57 31 31 29 29
1985 (3) »*1 (9) (9) (53) (68) (66) 83 81 50 50 31 31 31 31
1936 (3) 31 (31) (31) (50) (72) (68) (6) (5) 53 48 32 32 31 31
1981-85 (10) 38 (12) (12) (15) (27) (13) 73 76 . 61 56 29 29 19 18
1982-86 (7) 37 (18) (18) (38) (46) (32) 76 78 61 51 31 31 21 21
NFO's
ssatour £f££££H££££ ££2£2£fd££2. £- ££££££££ ii!¥Ll1 ££££££££ £2 f£2££2£d££
rsAR a £ £i £E £ £i £1 £1 11LI 21LI ££ -i -£ -2 it
1981 (24) 82 77 77 30 73 100 51 58 46 42 44 44 14 14
1932 (27) 74 72 72 36 65 71 52 55 47 29 48 48 15 15
1983 (15) 75 79 79 10 67 56 52 55 32 25 11 11 20 20
1981 (7) 82 80 80 37 80 70 51 55 33 22 21 21 26 26
1985 (8) 83 82 82 28 82 81 11 41 33 21 19 19 23 23
1986 (9) 90 98 98 35 63 81 37 11 31 23 11 11 11 11
1981-85 (16) 79 78 78 31 73 73 19 53 37 27 30 30 19 19
1982-86 (13) 80 81 81 35 72 71 16 19 31 25 23 23 18 17
155

APPENDIX J (CONT. )
HELO COMMUNITY
PILOTS
SEATOUR OPPORTUNITY {SHORTFALL) OP ELIGIBLE HELO&PILOT OFFICERS IN PERCENTAGE
MAR A £ £1 £2 E El E2 £1 £2/3 £4/5 £6 Rl H2 il £4
1981 .(15) 39 7 2 72 37 62 51 66 72 92 75 32 15 6
1982 91 43 67 67 40 52 53 50 56 75 72 30 28 4
1983 73 44 78 78 45 50 42 36 42 69 63 32 32 3
1984 73 30 (1) (1) 68 54 38 41 45 63 60 36 30 9
1985 70 22 (5) (5) 69 76 53 49 50 « 45 35 34 8
1936 70 19 39 89 "8 5 80 61 37 42 34 36 30 36 9
1981--85 81 33 82 82 SO 58 47 46 51 63 61 33 25 6







BILLET RATE (REQUIREMENT DIVIDED BI TOUR LENGTH) FOR PROP&PILOT OFFICERS
IEAR CI C2 El E2 Gl G2/3 G4/5 Go
1981 341 34 29 42 37 34 3 6 26 2 4
1932 341 34 32 42 37 34 9 7 26 2 4
1983 341 34 32 42 37 34 9 7 26 2 4
1984 341 34 32 42 37 34 9 7 26 2 4
1935 341 34 32 42 37 34 9 7 28 2 4
1986 341 34 32 42 3? 34 9 7 26 2 4
1981-•35 341 34 31 42 37 34 3 7 26 2 4





















BILLET RATE (REQUIREMENT DIVIDED 31 TOUR LENGTH) FOR PROPINFO OFFICERS
*
>«* •«••• WWWM)WM>W«»—>*»«• « « « w M *• •* «« «_w M W»WWWWW W www WWWWWWWW wsa.Haoa








































































BILLET RATE (.REQUIREMENT DIVIDED BI TOUR LENGTH) FOR JETlPILOT OFFICERS
YEAR CI C2 El B2 Gl G2/3 G4/5 GS HI H2 H3
NFO ' s
ff4
1981 301 42 55 22 42 67 22 31 47 22 24 3 3 7 2
1982 301 42 59 22 42 67 23 32 47 22 26 3 3 7 2
1983 301 42 59 22 42 67 23 32 47 22 26 3 8 7 2
1984 301 42 59 22 42 67 23 32 47 22 26 3 3 7 2
198S 301 42 59 22 42 67 23 32 47 22 26 3 8 7 2
1986 301 42 59 22 42 67 23 32 47 22 26 3 8 7 2
1981- 85 301 42 58 . 22 42 67 23 31 47 22 26 3 8 7 2
1982-•86 301 42 59 22 42 67 23 32 47 22 26 3 8 7 2
BIL LET R/\TE UlEQVItIEMEN1' DIV1'DED I11 TO IW LB'NGTH) FOR JETbNFO OFFIC
1 H2
'ERS
YEAR A C CI C2 E El E2 Gl G2/3 G4/5 C6 Hi HZ #4
1981 229 54 32 14 16 40 6 2 24 8 4
. i I 2
1982 229 54 35 14 16 40 6 2 24 8 5 J L 2 ,
1983 229 54 35 14 16 40 6 2 24 8 5 JL 2
1984 229 54 35 14 16 40 6 2 24 8 5 1L 2
1985 229 54 35 14 16 40 6 2 24 a 5 1L 2
1986 229 54 32 14 16 40 6 2 24 8 4 )L 2
1981-•35 229 54 34 14 16 40 6 2 24 8 5 2L 2







££££££ £d££ ££££££££*-£££ £££££££ ££ ££££ ££2£££i £££ ££££££££££ ££££££££
££d£ d £ £i ££ £ £i ££ £i Z1LI Z1LI ££ ££ ££ 22 £-






1981-85 208 42 45 34 34 27 2 3 22 5 10 3 2
1932-86 217 42 45 34 38 28 2 3 23 5 10 3 2
1982 191 42 45 34 29 25 2 2 21 5 10
1983 197 42 45 34 32 25 2 3 21 5 10
1984 219 42 45 34 38 29 2 3 23 5 10
1985 232 42 45 34 44 30 2 3 24 5 10





The following algorithms are used to apportion the nondiscrete
billet requirements among the indicated aviation sub communities
Prop Pilot Subcommunity
b (apportioned) = b(discrete prop pilot)
N







+ rr- b (nondiscrete aviator)
Prop NFO Subcommunity
b (apportioned) = b (discrete prop NFO)
N
2

















Jet Pilot Sub community
b (apportioned) = b (discrete jet pilot)
+ — b (nondiscrete jet)
+ b (nondiscrete pilot)
N.+N.+N,.
1 3 D
+ —^bC nondiscrete aviator)
N
Jet NFQ Sub community
b (apportioned) = b(discrete jet NFQ)


















Help Pilot Sub community








+ —— b (nondiscrete aviator)
N
where
b(discrete prop pilot) =
b(nondiscrete prop)
b (nondiscrete pilot)
b (nondiscrete aviator) =
the number of discrete
prop pilot billets for
the applicable tour
the number of nondiscrete
prop community billets for
the applicable tour
the number of nondiscrete
pilot billets for the ap-
plicable tour
the number of nondiscrete






















the average number of prop pilot officers
eligible to fill the specified tour's billet
requirements
the average number of prop NFO T s eligible to
fill the specified tour's billet requirements
the average number of jet pilots eligible to
fill the specified tour's billet requirements
the average number of jet NFO's eligible to
fill the specified tour's billet requirements
the average number of helo pilots eligible to
fill the specified tour's billet requirements
N = N^+Np+N^+Nh+Nj. = the average total number of
* 3 Aviation Warfare Officers









D<JUE'Q/0RGAHIZATZ0NS-l/T0URS'7/BltLSTS-3/0RADS3-*/INVT!lZ-i /ORGANIZATZONS BZ FZ-i
TZPE CMS OF THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
Q:
1
TZPE NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONTZPE FOR WHICH THE NUMBERS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.




NO. ORGANIZATION 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1985
10. VC2 111111
DO ZOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE*DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
ZES
TO GIVE NEW NUMBERS TZPE S NUMBERS (SEPARATED BZ BLANK SPACES)'.
Q:
TZPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATIONTZPE FOR WHICH THE NUMBERS MAZ HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.




£2i liii'Li^vja an mi i 9s 3 mi mi nit
12. VCh 111111
DO ZOU WANT TO MAKE ANZ CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER ZES OR N (NO)'.
ZES
TO GIVE NEW NUMBERS TZPE 6 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BZ BLANK SPACES)'.
D:
TZPE NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONTZPE FOR WHICH THE NUMBERS MAZ HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.




£2i 22£d££2d££22 198l 1982 1983 198* igas 1986
13. VC1 111111
DO ZOU WANT TO MAKE ANZ CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER ZES OR N (NO)'.
ZES






TZPB NUMBER OP ORGANIZATIONTTPB FOR WHICH THE NUMBERS MAX HAVE TO 35 CHANGED!
TTPING MEANS HO HOBE CHAHGS3 ARS NEEDED.
0:
DO TOU WANT TO HAKE THESE CHAHGES PERMANENT? AHSVSR TES OR H (HO)
I
HO
HO ALTERATION HAS BEEN MADE IN THE FILE.
CHAiiGE OPTIONS'.
00:;E-Q/ORGANIZATIONS'1/TOURS-2/BILLETS-3/GRADES~i*/INVTRT-S /ORGANIZATIONS Bl P7-6
TIPS ONE OF THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE!
0:
OPTIONS: DONE-0 /DATA-l /CHANGE-2 /RESULT-3 *
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE I
Q:
3
RESULT OPTIONS: DONS-0/ REQUIREHENTS-l/SUPPLT-2/OPPORTUNITT-3J BILLET RATES-H
TTPE ONE OF THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE:










CI C2 E El
37 (2) (2) 60 77
3* (19) (19) (5) 98
33 (19) (19) (31) (30)
43 (11) (11) (44) (56) (43)
40 (9) (9) (52) (67) (65)
33 (31) (31) (43) (71) (57) (4) (4)
£2 £i G2/3 C4/5 £6 HI H2 11 11
77 83 39 64 57 23 23 11 11
84 72 76 78 S9 29 29 15 IS
94 60 66 67 59 34 34 22 22
69 70 66 57 31 31 29 29
82 30 50 SO 31 31 34 34
37 (12) (12) (13) (25) (11) 72 75
























DONE-Q/ORGA.JIZATIONS-l/TOURS-l/BILLETS-l/GRADES-o/INVTRT-S /ORGANIZATIONS 31 FT-t
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
Qa
3
BILLET MATRIX OPTIONS'. JETLPILOT -1 IJET-2 /PILOT-* /AVIATION-* /APP0RTI0N8D-S
0:
1
TIPE HUHBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS HAT RAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TTPING HEARS 90 MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
Di
25
CURRENT HUHBERS OP ££££££5
i£i Z5£A!LlZiZl2.1 d £ £i cl i £1 £2 £i £2-2 £-.1 ££ 11 11 -1 --
25. CY I 0060.00230020030
DO I0U UANT TO HAKE ANT CHANCES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSVER TES OR N (NO)'.
ISS
10 GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS 15 NUHBERS {SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
D: 003000230020009
TIPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION VHOSB BILLETS HAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TTPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
Ci:
26
CURRENT HU^BERS OP £££££££
££i £££d2££d£££2! i £ £1 £2 £ £i £2 £i 11LI 21LI £5 £i £2 22 11
26. CV 2 008000230020000
DO IOU UANT TO HAKE ANT CHARGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER TES OR N (NO)'.
ISS
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPE 15 NUHBERS (SEPARATED 31 BLANK SPACES)
0* OOS0O023OO2O00O
TIPE NUHBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS HAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TTPING HEANS NO HORB CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
0:
27
CURRENT ££*££££ OP ££££££5'
-£i £££d£££d£££2 d £ £i £2 £ £i £2 £i GlLl £u £ 5 £8 £i £ 2 £ 3 11
27. CVN 007000210030000
CO TOU WANT TO HAKE ANT CHANCES IN THB ABOVE DATA? ANSWER YES OR N (NO)'.
TES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPE 15 NUHBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
D: 004000210030000
TIPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION VHOSB BILLETS HAT HAVE TO 3S CHANGED'.





DO IOU *ANT TO MAKS CHANGES lit AH! OTHSR 911157 MATRIX? ANSU5R 153 Oft It (NO) i
HO
DO ICU yAHT TO HAKE THES8 CHANGES PERMANENT? ANSWER TSS OR N (NO)'.
NO
NO ALTERATION HAS BEEN HADE IN THE PILE.
CHANGE OPTIONS'.
DONE-O/ORGAi1IZATIONS-l/T0URS~2/BILLETS-3/GRADES-**/INVTRT-S /ORGANIZATIONS BY PT~S
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
U:
o
OPTIONS: DONE-Q /DATA-l /CHAUCS-2 /RESULT-2
TIPE ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
"'
,
RESULT OPTIONS: DONS-Q/ REQUIREMENTS-!/SUPPLI-2/OPPORTUNITT-3/ BILLET RATES-H
TIPE ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
0:
SSATOUR OPPORTUNITY (SHORTPALL) OP ELIGIBLE JETLPILO? OPPICERS IN PERCENTAGE
ISAR 4 C £1 £2 E £1 £2 CI 52/3 C4/S CS HI H2 H3 #4
1981 (13) 37 75 76 62 ao 79 84 90 64 57 23 23 11 11
1932 (13) 34 92 92 (7) (D 86 73 77 79 59 29 29 15 IS
1933 (9) 34 91 91 (33) (32) 96 61 67 67 59 3>» 34 22 22
198>» (<) 41* 33 33 (45) (57) (45) 70 71 66 S7 31 31 29 29
198S (3) <»1 31 91 (53) (63) (66) 33 31 50 SO 31 31 34 34
1938 (3) 3"* (7) (7) (SO) (72) (63) (6) (5) S3 48 32 32 31 31
1981- 35 (10) 38 3U 34 (15) 127). (13) 73 76 64 56 29 29 19 18






DOtiE-Q/ORCAUIZATIONS-l/TOURS-2/BILLETS-3/GRADES-H/INVTRr-i /ORGANIZATIONS BI PT-l
TIPS ONE OP THS NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE I
C:
3
BILLET .MATRIX OPTIONS'. JETMPO -1 /JET-2 /NFO-Z /AVIATION-* /APPORTIONED-*
Qt
1
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI RAVE TO BE CBANGSDl
T1PIIIG HSANS NO MORS CBANGSS ARE NEEDED.
Q:
25
CURRENT NMBERS OP BILLETS
££i liliiililili i 1 11. 11 £ £i il 11 11L1 11LI 11 2i il 12 il
25. CV 1 OOIOQOIOOOOOOOO
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO) I .
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS IS NUMBERS {SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
0: 00*000100000000
TIPS NUMBER OF ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVS TO BE CHANGED]
TIPING MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
G:
26
CURRENT MMBSRS OF BALLETS
Hi l^iliiilil 11 i 1 11 11 i il il I 1 11L1 a,iil It ii il 12 11
26. CV 2 003000000000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)\
IES
TO GIVE NSW BILLETS TIPS 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
Q: 006000000000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED*.
TIPING MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
0:
27
CURRENT MHBERS OF BILLETS
NO^ ORGANIZATION A .C CI £2 S El E2 £1 £2/3 CU/5 GS HI H2 ff 3 H <*
27. CVN 005000000000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)
I
IES






TIPS NUM3SR OF ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVS TO BE CHANGED'.
TlPliiG MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NSSDEO.
Ct
DO 10 J WANT TO MAKE CHANGES IN ANT-OTHER BILLET MATRIX? ANSWER IBS OR 9 (NO) I
HO
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE THESE CHANGES PERMANENT? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
HO
NO ALTERATION HAS BEEN MADE IN THE FILE.
CHAUGE OPTIONS:
DONE-Q/ORCAUIZATI0NS-l/T0URS-2/BILLSTS-i/GRADSS-*/INVTR7-S /ORGANIZATIONS BT FT-S
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVEl
Ct
•
OPTIONS: DONE'O /DATA-1 /CBAHCE-2 /RESULT-3
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVEl
D:
3
RESULT OPTIONS: DONE-0 /REQUIREMENTS'!/ SUPPLI-2/ OPPORTUNITI'3/ BILLET RATES-H
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
D:
SSATOUR OPPORTUNITI (SHORTFALL) OF ELIGIBLE JET&NFO OFFICERS IN PERCENTAGE
IEAR A C CI C2 E El E2 CI C2/3 C4/5 Go HI H2 H3 #4w«~w * • —
—
•— m ~~ •• mm MMMM MWWW ~~ m~ ~m ~— —•
I9dl (24) 98 93 93 30 73 100 51 53 46 42 44 44 14 14
1982 (27) 89 86 86 36 65 71 S2 .55 47 29 48 48 15 15
1383 (15) 90 9S 95 to 67 56 52 55 32 25 44 44 20 20
198«» (7) 99 97 97 37 30 70 51 55 33 22 21 21 26 28
1985 (8) 100 99 99 28 82 34 41 44 33 24 19 19 23 33
1986 (9) (7) (15) (15) 35 63 81 37 41 31 23 14 14 11 11
1981- 3S (16) 95 94 94 34 73 73 49 53 37 27 30 30 19 19






D(JNS'0/0RGAUIZATI0NS-l/T0UR3'2/aiLLST3'Z/aRADS3'*/INVTRI'i /ORGANIZATIONS 31 ?T-«
TIPS OtIS OP THS NUMBERS LISTED ABOVSl
Ut
3
BILLET MATRIX OPTIONS'. JST&PILOT -1 /JET-2 /PILOT-3 /AVIATION-** /APPORTIONED-S
Q:
1
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS HAT SAVE TO BE CHANGED:
TIPING MEANS NO HORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
Q:
25
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BULETS
?2i Zilililitill i £ £i £1 1 £i 11 £1 11L1 11L! ££ 11 11 11 11
25. CV l 006010230020000
DO XOU WANT TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPE IS NUMBERS (SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
Q: 000000230020000*
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
0:
26
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
i£i lllililili .! i £ £1 £2 £ £1 £1 £i £2^2 °.lLi £i 11 11 11 11
26. CV 2 008000230020000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THS ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS IS NUMBERS (SEPARATED 31 BLANK SPACES)
U: 000000230020000
TIPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
0:
27
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
NOL ORGANIZATION A £ £1 £2 S El £2 £1 £2/3 £|»/5 £6 HI H2 H3 ff*
27. CVN 007000210 030000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THS ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
IES





TTPC NU'tbER OP ORGANIZATION WH0S5 BILLETS MAI HAVS TO BE CHANGED I
TYPING MEANS HO MORE CHANGES ARE HEEDED
.
Ci
DO XQU WANT TO HAKE CHANGES IH ANT OTHER BILLET MATRIX? ANSWER IBS OR N (NO)'.
IES
3ILLET MATRIX OPTIONS: JET&PILOT -1 tJET-2 /PILOT-3 /AVIATION-H IAPPORTIONED-*
D:
4
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVE TO BS CHANGED I
TIPING MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED,
Q:
25
CURRENT I^BERS OP £££££££
£2i HiililiZlli i 1 £i 11 £ £i il 2i 11LI 11LI 21 11 11 11 il
25. CV \ 0OO0O00O00OOOOO
CO TOU WANT TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IBS OR N {NO)
I
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS IS NUMBERS. (.SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
0: 006000000000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVS TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
0: • • •
26
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
i£i i^liiiiiZili i 1 ii 11 £ £i £2 11 llil llil 1i 2i 11 il il
26. CV 2 000000000000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE NSW BILLETS TIPS 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
Q: 008000000000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
0:
27
CURRENT NUH8SRS OP BILLETS
lli liliiili'iil'L i 1 ii 11 £ £1 £2 £i 11L1 11LI 1i il il il it
27. cva 000000000000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IBS OR N (NO)'.
IES





TIPS MUSSES OF ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS HAY HAVE TO 3E CHANGEDX
TIPING MEANS NO SORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
Eli
o
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE CHANGES IN ANI OTHER BILLET MATRIX? ANSWER TES OR N (NO)l
NO
DO IOU >/ANT TO MAKE THESE CHANGES PERMANENT? ANSWER ISS OR N (NO) I
NO
NO ALTERATION HAS BEEN MADS IN THE PILE.
CHANGE OPTIONS'.
DOSE~Q/ORGANIZATIONS-l/TOURS-2/BILLETS~3/GRADSS-<*/INVTRI-5 /ORGANIZATIONS BI PT-S
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE I
0:
»
OPTIONS'. DONB-0 /DATA-1 /CHANGE-7 /RSSULT-3
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE I
0:
3
RESULT OPTIONS'. DONE-0/ REQUIREMENTS-U SUPPLI-7/ 0PP0RTUNIT1-Z/ BILLET RATES-*
TIPE ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE I
Q:
3
SEATOUR OPPORTUNITI (SHORTFALL) OP ELIGIBLE JET&PILOT OFFICERS IN PERCENTAGE
IEAR A C CI C2 £ El S2 CI 52/
3
CU/5 C6 HI HI HZ ff4
"*"*"*" m • ~— "•** • •"• •"* •^ ««•»« •«»— •** ~"" — — •— MOT
1981 (18) 37 47 47 62 80 79 84 90 64 57 23 23 11 11
1932 (18) 34 S6 56 (7) (1) 86 73 77 79 59 29 29 IS 15
1983 (9) 34 55 S6 (33) (32) 96 61 67 57 59 34 34 22 22
1984 (4) 44 SI 51 (45) (57) (45) 70 71 66 57 31 31 29 29
198S (3) 41 SO 50 (53) (63) (66) 83 81 50 50 31 31 34 34
1986 (3) 34 ss 55 (50) (72) (68) (6) (S) 53 48 32 32 31 31
1981- 8S (10) 38 S2 SI (IS) (27) (13) 73 76 64 56 29 29 19 18






COilE-Q/ORGANIZATIOHS-l/TOURS-l/BILLSTS-l/CRADSS't/INVTRT-S /ORGANIZATIONS BI PI'S
TIPS ONE OF THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
ui
3
BILLET MATRIX OPTIONS'. PROPlPILOT-l IPROP-2 /PILOT-3 /AVIATION-* IAPPORTIONED-*
Us
1
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS HAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS HO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
Us
1
CURRENT NUMBERS OP 9£LLETS
2£i iiliiliiHI'L i 1 11 11 £ £i £2 £i llil llil 11 21 £2 £2 £-
X. VP 30 1002*2001000000
CO IOU .ANT TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
XES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS 15 NUMBERS {SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
D:
27 10021001000000
TZPE UUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPIHG MEANS NO MORE CHANCES ARE NEEDED.
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
£2c liiiillilll'L 1 1 11 11 £ 11 £2 11 llil llil 11 11 £2 11 11
2. VAW{E7B) 900021001000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPE 15 NUMBERS {SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
C: 900011001000000
TIPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
CURRENT MNBERS OP 3ULSTS
£2i 2££d££2d££2£ i 1 11 11 £ £1 £2 11 llil llil 11 £i £2 £2 £Ii
3. VAW(E2C) 700011001000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N {NO)X
IES
70 GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPE IS NUMBERS {SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
Qi 600001001000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.






CURRENT NUMBERS OF BILLETS
_2i £££d£££d££2£ i £ £i £2 £ £i £2 2i IlLl iiii ££ £2 £2 £2 £-
». VQ1 16 20 030001000000
i?o ro</ ^<««t ro /v><xs' >i#r changes in the above data? answer ies or n (no)'.
IES
TO CIVS tiEV BILLETS TZPE IS NUMBERS (SEPARATED W BLANK SPACES)
U:
1* 20020001000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE HEEDED.
Us
5
CURRENT NUMBERS OF BILLETS
i£i 2££d£-r2'4 ££2£ d £ cx £2 £ £1 £2 ''i £2£2 £i££ £1 £1 £2 £2 £!i
5. V«2 20 2002,2001000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)i
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
Li:
18 20021001000000
TYPE NUMBER OF ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TTPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE HEEDED.
0:
6
CURRENT NUMBERS OF UNLETS-
NO. ORGANIZATION A C £1 £2 S £1 52 Gl C2/3 G<*/5 ffS H\ HJi HZ ff<»
6. VQZ 17 12 0012001000000
00 rOU V-4*T TO MAKE ANX CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)l
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS IS NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
0:
IS 12 0011001000000
TIPS NUMBER OF ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS HO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
L:
7
CURRENT NUM3ERS OP BILLETS
ill 2££d££2d££££ i £ £i £2 £ £2 £2 £2 11LI £u/5 G6 Hl H7 * 3 Hl*
7. VQH 3H 10 0032001000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE AN! CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)
I
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS IS NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
Q:
32 10 0012001000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.







CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
2£i £2£d££2d£2£2 d £ £i £2 2 22 £2 £2 £2£2 £1L1 ££ 22 22 22 11
10. /C3 500013 0-02000000
00 IOU WANT TO SAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER TES OR N {NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS 15 NUMBERS {SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
0: 400012002000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
C:
12
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
-£i 22£d2£2d£££2 i £ £2 £2 £ £2 22 £2 £2£2 ULl £2 22 22 22 2-
12. VCZ 800013002000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (WO)!
YES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TYPE 15 NUMBERS {SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
C: 700012002000000
TYPE NUMBER OF ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGEDX
TYPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
U:
13
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
no. organization a £ £2 £2 2 £i 22 £2 £2£2 -1LI It 22 22 22 2*
13. (T32U 25 00033022000000
DO YOU WANT TO MAKE ANY CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N {NO)'.
US
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TYPE 15 NUMBERS {35PARATSD BY BLANK 3PAC5S)
21 00077022000000
TYPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAY HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TYPING MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
Q:
V*
CURRENT NUMBERS OF BILLETS
2£i ZZiillliZlll i £ £2 £2 2 22 22 £2 £2£2 £*£2 £2 22 * 2 * 3 *-
"' ™" 15 U 2 1 1
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANY CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER YES OR N (NO)
I
IBS
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TYPE 15 NUMBERS {SEPARATED BY* BLANK SPACES)
0:
It 40011001000000
TYPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAY HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.





CHANGE V (CONT. )
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
i2i 222d2£2d££22 d £ £2 £2 £ £2 £2 £i 22£2 £j»/s C6 #i «2 22 12
15. VRC*0 17H0012002000000
CO TOtf WANT TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER TBS OR N (NO) I
ISS
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
C:
16 40002002000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT RAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TZPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
C:
16
CURRENT NUMBERS OP 3£££££S
22i 22£d2£2d££22 d £ Cl C7 s Bl S2 ai 52/3 c* /s ff6 Hx H7 ff3 ffu
16. VRCSQ 17 IS 0011001000000
DO TOU WANT TO MAKE AHT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER TES OR N (NO)
I
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TTPE 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
r- .US
1» 15 0001001000000
TTPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION VHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TTPING MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
u:
17
£222£2£ 2£2££2£ 2£ £££££££
£2i 2£2d2£2d££22 d £ £2 £2 £ Si £2 22 ULl ULl 21 22 22 22 2-
17. VXES 390011001000000
DO TOU WANT TO MAKE ANY CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSVER TES OR N (NO)'.
ISS
TO GIVE HEW BILLETS TTPE 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
Oi 690001001000000
TTPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TTPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
C:
13
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
22i 222d££2d££22 d £ £2 £2 £ £2 £2 22 22£2 22££ 21 22 22 22 2-
18. VIHS 11 10011001000000
DO TOU WANT TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER TES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TTPE 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
0: 910001001000000
TTPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TTPING MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
U:






DO IOU </ANT TO MAKE THESE CHANGES PERMANENT? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
NO
NO ALTERATION HAS BEEN HADE IN THE PILE.
CHANGE OPTIONS:
C0HE-Q/0RGANIZATI0NS-1/T0URS-2/BILLETS-3/GRADSS-H/INVTRT-S /ORGANIZATIONS BI PT-6
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
(J:
OPTIONS: DONE-0 IDATA-X /CHANGE-7 /RESULT-3




DONE-0/ ORGANIZATIOHS-X /TOURS-2/BILLETS-3/ GRADES-* / INVTRl-% /TOTAL INV-S
TIPE OUB OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
U:
3
BILLET MATRIX OPTIONS: PROPiPILOT-X IPROP-2 /PILOT-3 /AVIATION-'* /APPORTIONED-*,
D»
1
NUMBER OP DISCRETE PROPtPILOT OPERATIONAL BILLETS BT ORCANIZATIONTTPS
NO. ORGANIZATION CI C2 BX S2 GX G2/3 £4/5 CS HI H2 HZ H>*
1. VP 27 1
2. YAm(SZB) a
3. VAw(S2C) 6
i*. VQX 14 2
5. VQ2 13 2
6. VQ3 15 12
7. 1^4 32 10





U. VRC30 14 4
IS. vacua 16 4
16. VRCiO 14 15
17. VXES 6 9
13. VXHi 9 1
19. VPiSPEC DBT) 7
25. CV 1 4






35. HAS GTMQ BAX
36. HAF SIGONELLA 5 14
37. US KEFLAVIK
3a. HAS CUB! POINT 3









I 1 112 1
2
















TYPE OHE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE:
0:
OPTIONS: DOHE-Q IDATA-l tCHANGE-2 /RESULT-3
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
u:
3
RESULT OPTIONS: DONE-O/ REQUIREMENTS-l/SUPPLI-2/ OPPORTUNITT-3/ BILLET RATES-*
TIPS ONE OF THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
SSATOUR OPPORTUNITT {SHORTFALL) OF ELIGIBLE PROPSPILOT OFFICERS IN PERCENTAGE

























































































































DCN£-0/0RGA:iIZATI0N3''L/T0URS~2/8ILL£T3-l/GRAD83-<*/INVTRT-l /ORGANIZATIONS Bt FX-i
TXPS US OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE I
Lit
2
DO XOU Visa 70 HAVE THS TOUR MATRIX DISPLATED?
XES
TOUR POSITION INDICATORS
ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
12i £22£ li.Z
1. A 1ST OPERATIONAL
2. C SUBS OPER SQD
3. CI SUBS OPER SHIP
i*. C2 SUBS OPER STAPP
5. E SQD OPER NON-DH
6. El SQD OPER DH
7. £2 SHP OPER SR.Q*
8. CI OPER CDR
9. C2/3 SQD OPER XO/CO
10. C<*/5 S.C.I.C.
\\. C6 SUP OPER DH
12. H\ OPER CAPT
13. U2 MAJ SEA CUD
11. 33 SEQ SEA CMD

















TIPS NUMBER OF TOUR WHOSE BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH MAT BAYS TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
NO.
TOUR POSITION £<V££C/JT£/?5
CODE NAME BEGIN LENGTH
1. A 1ST OPERATIONAL 2.00 3.00
DO XOU WANT TO CHANGE THE ABOVE? ANSWER IES OR N lNO)l
IES
TIPS TWO NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACE) FOR BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH OP ABOVE TOUR
Di
2 u
TIPS NUMBER OP TOUR WHOSE BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH MAX HAYS TO BE CHANGED t
TIPING MSANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDSD.
Ui
o








.10. CODS NAME BEGIN LENGTHmmm ——aa <••••
1. 4 1ST OPERATIONAL 2.00 4.00
2. c SUBS OPER SQD 7. SO 2. SO
3. CI SUBS OPES SHIP 7.50 2.00
4. C2 SUBS OPER STAPF 7.50 2.00
5. s S$D OPER UOU-DH 11.00 2. SO
6. £1 SQD OPER DH 12.00 2.50
7. £2 SHP OPER SR.0H 13.00 2.00
3. CI OPER CDR IS. 00 2.00
9. C2/3 SQD OPER X0IC0 16.00 2. SO
10. C4/5 S.C.I.G. 13.50 1.S0
11. C6 SHP OPER DB 13.50 2.00
12. 01 OPER CAPT 22.00 2.00
13. U2 MAJ SEA CUD 22.00 2.00
14. B2 SEQ S8A CUD 24.00 2.00
IS. hh POST MAJ CMD 24.00 2.00
DO I0U WANT TO MAKE THESE CBANGES PERMANENT? ANSWER TBS OR N (N0)1
NO
NO ALTERATION HAS BEEN MADS IN THS FILE.
CHANGE OPTIONS:
CONS-Q/ORGANIZATIONS-1/TOURS-2/BILLETS-3/GRADES-H/INVTR7-S /ORGANIZATIONS BT ?T-6
TXPB ONE OP TBB NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE I
Li:
OPTIONS: DONE'O /DATA-l /CHANGE-2 /RESULT-3
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
Q:
3
RESULT OPTIONS: OONE-0/REQUIREMENTS-1/SUPPLT-2/OPPVRTUNITT-3/ BILLET RATES-*
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE I
D:
3
5fd£2-£ IttZiViliZi LiiZHZllkil 11. £££2£2££ HZillZ 2£££££££ IZ ££2££2Id2£














































1984 39 82 30 80 37 80 70 51 55 33 22 21 21 26 26
198S 85 83 82 82 28 82 84 41 44 33 24 19 19 23 23
1936 35 90 98 98 35 68 81 37 41 31 23 14 14 11 11
1981-8S 94 79 73 78 34 73 73 49 S3 37 27 30 30 19 19







D0:iS-Q/0RGA!IIZATI0NS-l/T0URS'7/3IlLSTS'3/GRADSS-*/INVTRI'i /ORGANIZATIONS BI FI-i
TIPE ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
C:
2
DO IOU WISH TO SAVE THE TOUR MATRIX DISPLACED? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)
I
HO
TIPS NUMBER OP TOUR VHOSS BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH MAT HAYS TO BE CHANGED'.




-2i ££££ NAME £*£££ LENGTH .
5. 8 SQD OPER NON-Da 11.00 2. SO
DO IOU WANT TO CHANGS TBS ABOVE? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'. '
IES
TIPS TV£ NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACE) FOR BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH OP ABOVE TOUR
0:
10 3
TIPE NUMBER OF TOUR WHOSE BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.





L°.U ££££ 'HIE ?.EGIN LENGTH
6. £1 SQD OPER DH 12.00 2. SO
DO IOU WANT TO CHANGS THE ABOVE? ANSWER IES OR N (NO) I
IES
TIPE TWO, NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACE) FOR BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH OF ABOVE TOUR
D:
11 3
TIPE NUMBER OP TOUR WHOSE BEGIN IEAR AND LENGTH MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPIUG MEANS NO MORE CHANCES ARE NEEDED.
Q:








X. A 1ST OPERATIONAL
2. C SUBS OPER SQD
3. CI SUBS OPER SHIP
4. C2 SUBS OPER STAFF
5. B SQD OPER UON-DR
6. EX SQD OPER DH
7. £2 SHP OPER SR.OH
3. CI OPER COR
9. G2/3 SSD OPER XO/CQ
10. CU/5 S.C.I.S.
11. OS SHP OPER DH
12. HI OPER CAPT
13. H2 HAJ SEA CUD
1*. H2 SEQ SEA CMD

















ANSVER IBS OR H (NO)'.DO IOU WANT TO MAKE THESE CHANGES PERMANENT?
NO
NO ALTERATION HAS BEEN MADE IN THE FILE.
CHANCE OPTIONS:
DO;iE-Q/ORGANIZATI0NS-X/T0URS-2/BILLETS-3/GRADES-i*/INVTRI-$ /ORGANIZATIONS BT FI-Z
TIPE ONE OF THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
L:
OPTIONS: DONE-0 /DATA-X ICRANGE-2 /RESULT-*
TIPE OH8 OF THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE I
u:
3
RESULT OPTIONS: DONE-0 / REQUIREMENTS-X/ SUPPL7-2/ OPPORTUNITT-3/ BILLET RATES-*
TIPS ONE OF THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
SEATOUR OPPORTUNITY (SHORTFALL) OP ELIGIBLE PROPtPILOT OFFICERS IN PERCENTAGE










19 99 99 69
21 (2) (2) 92
49
(24) 21 97 97 91 70
(8) 27 88 38 (10) (11)
(3) 22 (7) (7) 100 (25)
(1) 19 (19) (19) 100 (22)
99 17 (32) (32) (151 (26)
8S







60 17 16 11 11
1* S5 57 20 16 17 17 6 6
16 "8 49 16 15 23 23 9 9
33 42 »* 15 1» 25 25 14 14
40 46 4S II 13 24 24 19 19

















DONS-0/ORGANIZATIONS-l/TOURS-2/BlLLSTS--i/ORADES'*/INVTRI-S /ORGANIZATIONS 81 FT>6
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE*.
0:
2
DO 10U WISH TO RAVE THE TOUR MATRIX DISPLAYED?
HO
ANSWER IES OR N (.NO)'.
TIPS NUMBER OP TOUR -HOSE BEGIN YEAR AND LENGTH MAT RAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
TOUR POSHIM ii2.i1iZm
ill £2££ ifii HIV LENGm
»
7. E2 SUP OPER SR. Oi* 13.00 2.00
DO YOU wAUT TO CHAIIGS THE ABOVE? ANSWER IES OR N (NO) I
IES
TIPE 1V0 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACE) FOR BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH OP ABOVE TOUR
D:
14 2
TIPS NUMBER OF TOUR WHOSE BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED:
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
Qi










































































NO ALTERATION HAS BEEN MADE IN THE PILE.
CHANGE OPTIONS:
CONS-Q/ORGANIZATIONS-l/TOURS-2/BILLETS-3/GRADBS-<*/INVTRI-S /ORGANIZATIONS 3T PT-S
TIPE ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE I
Li:
DO IOU WANT THE TOUR-GRADE HATCH MATRIX DISPLAIED?
IES
THE TOUR-GRADE MATCH MATRIX
ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
MO. CODS TOURNAMES ENS LTJG LT LCDR CDR CAPT




mm mm.•~ —-— •"—-
1. A 1ST OPERATIONAL 1 1 1
2. C SUBS OPER SQD 1
3. CI SUBS OPER SHIP 1
». C2 SUBS OPER STAPP I*
S. B SCO OPER NON-DH
s. ffl SQD OPER OH
7. £2 SUP OPER SR.OH
3. Gl OPER CDR 1
9. G2/3 SQD OPER XO/CO 1
10. CH/5 S.C.I.G. 1
11. cs SHP- OPER DH 1
12. H\ OPER CAPT 1
13. 82 MAJ SEA CMD 1
t*. HZ SEQ SEA CMD 1
IS. an POST MAJ CMD 1
TIPt NUMBER OP TOUR WHOSE ASSIGNMENT OP GRADES MAI HAVE TO BE en








£2£ ££££ ££ ££££ £££ £d££10
ANSWER IES OR N (NO) I00 IOU WANT TO CHANGE THE ABOVE ASSIGNMENT?
IES
TO GIVE NEW ASSIGNMENT TIPS 6 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES) t
EACH NUMBER MUST BE OR 1 !
0:
110
TIPS NUMBER OP TOUR WHOSE ASSIGNMENT OP GRADES MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TXPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
0:






THE TOUR-GRADE HATCH MATRIX
HO. CODE TOURHAHES SRS LTJO IT LCDR CDR CAPTmmm »•"» •*«•«•——••
—
mm mmmm mm ««« "«™ «"»••"
1. A 1ST OPERATIOHAL 1 1 1
3. C SUBS OPER SQD 1
3. CI SUBS OPER SHIP 1
i*. C2 SUBS OPER STAPP 1
S. E SQD OPER HO tt-OB
s. EX SQD OPER DH a
7. S2 SHP OPER SR.Q*
3. G\ OPER CDR
9. C2/3 SQD OPER XO/CO
10. G4/5 s.c.i. a.
11. ffS SHP OPER DH
12. HI OPER CAPT 1
13. U2 HAJ SEA CHD 1
1<». tf3 SEQ SEA CUD 1
IS. an POST HAJ CHD (? 1
DO IOU *ART TO HAKE THESE CHARGES PERHARERT?
HO
ARSWSR IES OR H (90)
HO ALTERATIOtl HAS BEER HADE IR THE PILE.
CHARGE OPTIOUS:
D0HS-Q/0RGAUIZATI0HS-\/T0URS-2/3ILLETS-3/GRADBS-H/IHVTRT-S /ORGARIZATIONS 31 PI-S
TIPS ORE OP THE UUHBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
U:
OPTIOUS: DOHE-0 I DATA- 1 /CHARGE-2 /RESULT-Z
TIPS ORE OP THE HUHBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
D:
3
RESULT OPTIOHS: DOHE-0/ REQUIREHSHTS-1/SUPPLY-2/OPPORTURITI-3/BILLET RATES-*
TIPS ORE OP THE HUHBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
















c CI C2 S El E2 CI £2/3 (74/5 GS HI H2 H3 ff4
• ~— mm m —— ~— —- •««•«•
— ™~* - — —• ~~ " — *"—
19 99 99 64 59 11 56 60 17 16 11 11 5 S
21 97 97 98 75 11 55 56 20 16 17 17 6 6
27 88 88 (16) (9) 16 48 49 16 15 23 23 9 9
22 (7) (7) (30) (36) 2S 42 44 15 14 25 25 14 14
19 (19) (19) (23) US) 57 46 45 14 13 24 24 19 19
17 (32) (32) (20) (44) 55 72 63 11 11 24 24 20 20
21 (2) (2) (2) 98 19 48 50 16 IS 18 18 9 9






DONE~0/ORGANIZATIONS-l/TOURS~2/BILLETS-3/GRADES->*/INVTRT'$ /ORGANIZATIONS 31 PI'S
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED A80VEI
0:
2
DO IOU WISH TO HAVE THE TOUR MATRIX DISPLACED? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
HO
TTPE NUMBER OP TOUR WHOSE BEGIN IEAR AND LENGTH MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED!




i£i ££££ Zi.Z. HIUL Hill! •
9. G2/3 SQD OPER XO/CO 16.00 2.50
DO IOU WANT TO CHANGS THE ABOVE? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'. "
IES
TIPS IV£ NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACE) POR BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH OP ABOVE TOUR
C:
15 3
TIPS NUMBER OF TOUR WHOSE BEGIN IEAR AND LENGTH MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED!
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANCES ARE NEEDED.
C:
DO IOU WANT THE TOUR MATRIX DISPLAIED AGAIN? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)!
IES
TOUR POSITION INDICATORS
V0. CODS NAME BEGIN LENGTH
1. A 1ST OPERATIONAL 2.50 3.00
2. C SUBS OPER SQD S. 50 2.50
3. CI SUBS OPES SHIP 8.00 2.00
<*. C2 SUBS OPER STAPP 8.00 2.00
5. E SiD OPER NON-DH 11.00 2.50
6. El S±D OPER DH 12.00 2.50
7. E2 SHP OPER SR.QH 13.00 2.00
8. CI OPER CDR IS. 00 , 2.00
9. G2/3 SQD OPER XO/CO 15.00 3.00
10. C«»/S S.C.I.G. 18. SO 1.50
11. 06 SHP OPER DH 18.50 2.00
12. HI OPER CAPT 22.00 2.00
13. H2 MAJ SEA CMD 22.00 2.00
It. HZ SEQ SEA CMD 24.00 2.00
15. an POST MAJ CMD 24.00 2.00






ARE XOU SURE IOU WART TO ALTER THS PERMAHBttT FUST AHSVSR IBS OR R UO)t
HO
HO ALTSRATIOH HAS BEER HADE IN THE FILE.
CHARGE OPTICUS-.
DONS-Q/ORGANIZATIOUS-l/TOURS-2/BILLSTS-l/GRADES'H/IHVTRT-S /ORGARIZATIORS BT PT-S
TIPS ORE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
0:
OPTIOUS: DORE'O /DATA-l /CHAHCS-2 /RESULT-1
TIPS ORE OP TBE HUMBERS LISTED ABOVE I
Dj
3
RESULT OPTIONS: DOHE-0/REQUIREMEHTS-l/SUPPLI-2/OfPORTUHITI-Z/ BILLET RATES-*
TIPS ORE OP THE HUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
D:
SEATOUR OPPORTURITT (SHORTFALL) OP ELIGIBLE JETtPILOT OFFICERS IH PERCENTAGE
IEAR CI C2 El E2 G\ C2/3 G4/5 GS HI H2 HZ #4
1981 (18) 37 (2) (2) 52 80 79 75 49 54 SI 23 23 11 11
1982 (18) 34 (13) (19) (7) (l) 86 56 46 63 51 29 29 15 IS
19<»3 (9) 34 (19) (19) (33) (32) 96 55 49 56 52 34 3U 22 22
198* (<*) 4« (11) (11) (4S) (57) (45) S3 56 52 49 31 31 29 29
1985 (3) "»1 (9) (9) (53) (68) (66) 74 80 41 43 31 31 34 34
1986 (3) 34 (31) (31) (50) (72) (68) 96 (13) 45 43 32 32 31 31
1931-8S (10) 38 (12) (12)'(15) (27) (13) 66 54 52 49 29 29 19 18








IOU MAI SELECT QUE OF THS FOLLOWING SUBCOMMUN ITIS5
:
DONE TIPE
PROP PILOTS TYPE 1
PROP NFOS TIPS 2
JET PILOTS TIPS 3
JET NFOS TIPS »
RELO PILOTS TIPE 5
D:
1
THS FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE:
0. DOSE WITH ALL WORK: TIPE
1. DISPLAI SOME DATA
i
TIPE 1
2. CHARGE SOME DATA: TIPE 2 ,
3. DISPLAI RESULTS: TIPE 3
D:
2
THE FOLLOWING CHANCES MAI BE MAOS IN THE DATA:
0. DONE <ilTH ALL CHANGES: TIPE
1. CHANGE NUMBERS OF ORGANIZATIONS 31 TIPE: TIPE 1
2. CHANGE THE BEGINNING IEAR AND/OR LENGTH OF ANI TOUR: TIPE 2
3. CHANGE NUMBER OP BILLETS BI ORGANIZATION TIPE: TIPE 3
<*. CHANGE THE GRADE ASSIGNMENT FOR SOME TOURS: TIPE "
5. CHANGE THE INVENTORI OF OFFICERS FOR SOME FISCAL IEAR: TIPE 5
6. CHANGE NUMBERS OF ORGANIZATIONS BI FISCAL IEAR: TIPE 6
U:
1
TIPE NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONTIPE FOR WHICH THE NUMBERS MAI RAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPIHG MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
C:
CURRENT NUMBERS
NO. ORGANIZATION 1981 1982 1983 1994 1935 198S
9. VC2 1 1 1 1 1 1
DO XCU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)
I
IES
TO GIVE NEW NUMBERS TIPE 6 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)'.
0:
TIPE NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONTIPE FOR WHICH THE NUMBERS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.








HO. ORGANIZATION 1981 1932 1983 198* 198S 1988
11. vcs 111 1 1 1
DO IOU WANT TO HAKE AM CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER TES OR N (NO) I
IES
TO GIVE NEW NUMBERS TIPS 6 NUMBERS {SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES) '.
0:
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATIONTIPE FOR WHICH THE NUMBERS MAI HAVE TO 3S CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE THESE CHANGES PERMANENT? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
NO
NO ALTERATION HAS BEEN MADE IN THE PILE.
CHANGE OPTIONS:
DOUE-Q/ORGANIZATIONS-l/TOURS~2/BILLETS-3/GRADES-'*/INVTRT-S /ORGANIZATIONS BT FT-6
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
C:
2




N0L CODE NME BECIN LENGTH
1. A 1ST OPERATIONAL
2. C SUBS OPER SQD
3. CI SUBS OPER SHIP
». CI SUBS OPER STAFF
5. S ShD OPER NON-DH
6. £1 SQD OPER DH
7. E2 SHP OPER SR.O*
8. (71 OPER CDR
9. G2/3 SSD OPER XO/CO
10. G»/S S.C.I.G.
11. C6 SHP OPER DH
12. HI OPER CAPT
13. H2 HAJ SEA CMD
1». tf3 SEQ SEA CMD
15. tf* POST MAJ CMD
TIPS NUMBER OF TOUR WHOSE BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.




Hi. £2E£ £--£ ££££2 ££-£12
1. A 1ST OPERATIONAL 2.00 3.00
DO IOU WANT TO CHANGE THE ABOVE? ANSWER IES OR N (NO) I
IES






















TIPE NUMBER OF TOUR WHOSE BEGIN TSAR AND LENGTB MAT RAVE TO BE CHANGED'.




££i ££££ 'Liti ££££2 ££££££
2. C SUBS OPER SQD 5.00 2. SO
DO 10U WANT TO CHANGE THE ABOVE? ANSWER IES OR N (NO) '.
IBS
TIPS TWO. NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACE) FOR BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTB OF ABOVE TOUR
D:
5.S 2.5
TIPS NUMBER OF TOUR WHOSE BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH MAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED 1.




£2i ££££ £di£ £££££ ££££12
5. S SQD OPER NQN-OR 11.00 2.50
DO IOU WANT TO CHANGE THE ABOVE? ANSWER TES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TIPS TWO. NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACE) FOR BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH OF ABOVE TOUR
Q:
10 3
TIPS NUMBER OF TOUR WHOSE BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGEDl




-2i ££££ 2d-£ ££££2 ££££££
6. El SQD OPER DH 12.00 2.50
DO IOU WAN? TO CHANGS THE ABOVE? ANSWER TES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TTPE SVg NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACE) FOR BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH OF ABOVE TOUR
C:
11 3
TIPE NUMBER OF TOUR WHOSE BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH MAT SAVE TO BE CHANGED'.




££; ££££ £d*£ ££££* £f£££2
7. E7 SHP OPER SR.QH 13.00 2.00
DO IOU WANT TO CHANGE THE ABOVE? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TIPE TWJl NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACE) FOR* BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH OF ABOVE TOUR
0:
1» 2
TTPE NUMBER OF TOUR WHOSE BEGIN TEAR AND LENGTH MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.




DO IOU WANT THE TOUR MATRIX DISPLAYED AGAIU?
IES
TOUR POSITION IHDICATORS
ANSWER IES OR N {MO)
\
uo. CODE NAME BEGIN LENGTH
•" ""•" """•"*
1. A 157 OPERATIONAL 2.00 3.50
2. C SUBS OPER SQD S.SO 2.50
3. CI SUBS OPER SHIP 3.00 2.00
<. C2 SUBS OPER STAPP 8.00 2.00
s. £ SQD OPER NON-DB 10.00 3.00
6. £1 SQD OPER OR 11.00 3.00
7. E2 SHP OPER SR.Q* 14.00 2.00
8. CI OPER CDR 16.00 2.00
9. C2/3 SQD OPER XO/CO 16.00 2.50
10. C4/5 s.c.i. a. 18.50 1.50
11. C6 SHP OPER DH 13.30 2.00
12. 81 OPER CAPT 22.00 2.00
13. .¥2 MAJ SEA CMD 22.00 2.00
1«. 43 SEQ SEA CSD 24.00 2.00
IS. ff» POST MAJ CMD 24.00 2.00
DO IOU -ANT TO MAKE THESE CHANGES PERMANENT?
NO
ANSWER IES OR if {NO)'.
NO ALTERATION HAS BEEN MADE IN THE PILE.
CHAUGE OPTIONS'.
DQNE-0/0RGANIZATI0NS-\/T0URS-2/3ILLETS-2/GRADES-H/INVTRY-$ /ORGANIZATIONS BY PY-6
TIPS ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
Di
DO IOU WANT THE TOUR-GRADE MATCH MATRIX DISPLAYED?
NO
ANSWER IBS OR N (NO)\
TIPS NUMBER OP TOUR WHOSE ASSIGNMENT OP GRADES MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.





7. S2 SHP OPER Sff.04
£££ hLiJL ££ £££2 ££2 £dfl10
ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.DO IOU WANT TO CHANGE THE ABOVE ASSIGNMENT?
YES
TO GIVE NEW ASSIGNMENT TYPE 6 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BY BLANK SPACES):
EACH NUMBER MUST 3E OR 1 !
D:
0"1 1
TYPE NUMBER OP TOUR WHOSE ASSIGNMENT OP GRADES MAY HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TYPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
D:
DO YOU WANT THE TOUR-GRADE MATCH MATRIX DISPLAYED AGAIN?
NO
ANSWER YES OR N (NO)'.
ANSWER YES OR N (NO)'.DO YOU WANT TO MAKE THESE CHANGES PERMANENT?
NO
NO ALTERATION HAS BEEN MADE IN THE PILE.
CHANGE OPTIONS:
C0NE-Q/ORGAUIZATIONS-1/TOURS-2/3ILLETS-3/GRADES-O/INVTRT-S /ORGANIZATIONS 31 PY-6







BILLET MATRIX OPTIONS: PROPlPILOT-1 /PROP-2 /PILOT-3 /AVIATION-* /APPORTIONED-*
0:
1
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPIIIG MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
D:
1
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
'i°l illi'Lllillii d i £i £2 i £i H £1 gg/3 £J»/5 06 ffl ff2 HZ ffU
1- ^ 30 1O022OO1O00O0O
oo row ™#r ro .<m« -wr changes in the above data? answer iss or n (ho)\
YES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPE 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED Bl BLANK SPACES)
Q:
27 10021001000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSS BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORS CHAUGES ARE NEEDED.
Ox
2
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
ilz. £££d£££d££££ d £ £i £2 £ £2 £2 £2 £2£2 £i£2 £1 £2 22 22 11
2. 7/1* (£25) 9 00021001000000
00 IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSVER IES OR N 180)1
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS IS NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
Ox 300011001000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED. •
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
2£i £££d£££d££££ d £ £i £2 £ £2 £2 Si £2£2 21LL ££ 21 £2 £2 11
3. V-4V(£2C) 700011001000000
DO IOU WAUT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPE 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED 31 BLANK SPACES)
C: 600001001000000
TIPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
CURRENT NUMBERS OF BILLETS
2£i £££dl££d£££2 d £ £ x £2 £ £* S2 C1 C2/3 G* /s G6 H1 H7 ff3 ffl*
1. Vlil 1620030001000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPE 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
D:
1* 20020001000000
TIPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.





CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
.2- 2_
,
2d2£-dI-22 d £ £2 £2 £ £2 £2 22 22_2 2!t-2 2£ 22 22 22 2i
5. VQ2 2O2O022O01OOO0O v
CO /Otf WANT TO SAKE AM CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER TBS OR N {RO)l
TES
TO GIVE HEW BILLETS TIPS IS NUMBERS {SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
C:
18 20021001000000
TTPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED I
TIPING MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
0:
s
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETSM«M»M«M —W— WW WWWWWWW
£2- 2_'2d222d_'_22 d £ £2 £2 £ £2 £2 22 22-2 2«_2 2£ 22 22 22 2_
6. VQ3 17 12 0012001000000
50 TOV -M/vr TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER TES OR N (NO) I
XES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TYPE 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
C:
15 12 0011001000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED:
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
0:
7
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
22. 2_
,
2d.£2:d_'-22 d £ £2 £2 £ £2 22 22 22-2 2__2 2_ 22 22 22 21
7. VQ>* 3i» 10 0032001000000
DO I0U WANT TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER TES OR N (NO)'.
TES
TO GIVE HEW BILLETS TTPE IS NUMBERS (SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
C:
32 10 0012001000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
G:
10
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
22_ organization a £ £2 £2 £ £2 £2 22 22_2 21-2 2- 22 22 22 2_
10. VC3
.
$ 0:0-0 1 3 2
DO I0U WANT TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA-? ANSWER TES OR N (NO) I
TES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TTPE 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
Lit 1*00012002000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.







CURRENT MM8ERS OF BILLETS




BO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANCES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPE 15 NUMBERS {SEPARATED BJ BLANK SPACES)
L: 700012002000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI BAYS TO BE CHANGSD1
TIPING MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
C:
13
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
22- 22£d2££d££22 d £ £1 £2 2 £1 Bl £i 22£2 ilil 2- 21 22 22 22
13. VR2* 25 00088022000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED 31 BLANK SPACES)
C:
21 00077022000000
TIPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED*.
TIPIliG MEANS NO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
OS
14
CURRENT MHBERS OF HLLETS
HO. ORGANIZATION A C C\ £2 E El E2 CI C2/3 C4/5 GB HI H2 £3 HI
14. VRC20 15 40021001000000
DO TOO WANT' TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR if (NO) '.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS IS NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
U:
14 40011001000000
TIPS NUMBER OF ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.




" CURRENT NUMBERS OP BALLETS
tf2i iliiiililill 4 £ £1 £2 i 11 22 Si ULl 11LI £S 21 22 22 22
15. VRC*0 17 i»0012002000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER YES OR N (NO)
I
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPE 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
0:
16 40002002000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.







£2£2££I Z£i££££ op billets
££i 2££d£22d2£2£ i £ £2 £2 £ £1 £2 G\ £2/3 fftt/5 G6 ffl £2 £2 £*
16. VRCIO 17 IS 0011 0-01000000
00 TOtf *>«#r TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR H (NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
0:
1* IS 0001001000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED 1
.
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
Dl
17
££££££r tUMBERS 0F BILLETS
2£i £££d££2d£££2 d £ £2 £2 £ £2 £2 £2 £2^2 ilLl £2 £2 "1 £2 £-
17. VXES 890011001000000
DO 10U WANT TO MAKE AN! CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSVER IES OR I (.NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BI BLANK SPACES)
Q: 690001001000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS HO MORS CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
0:
18
CURRENT UMBERS OP BILLETS
£2i 2££d££2d££2£ d £ £2 £2 £ £2 £2 £2 £2^2 11LI £2 £2 £2 £2 11
18. VXNS 11 10011001000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
IES
TO GIVE HEW BILLETS TIPS IS NUMBERS (SEPARATED 81 BLANK SPACES)
Dl 910001001000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS HO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
C:
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE CHANGES IN ANI OTHER BILLET MATRIX? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)'.
IES
BILLET MATRIX OPTIONS'. PROPiPILOT-1 /PROP-2 /PILOT-3 /AVIATION-* /APPORTIONED-*
0:
1
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAI HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TIPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
D:
25
CURRENT NUMBERS OF BILLETS
HO. ORGANIZATION A C CI £2 £ £2 £2 £2 11LI £H-1 £- £i £- £- £-
25. CV I 004000110000000
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE ANI CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO) I
IES




CHANGE X ( CONT
.
)
TXPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAX HAVE TO BE CHANGED*.
TXPItlG MEANS NO HORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
U:
26
£££££££ ££*££*£ 0F billets
i£i 2£2d££ld££2£ d £ £1 £2 £ £i £2 £i 22£I g»/s cs si *2 j?3 #»
26. fV 2 004000100000000
00 rev tf,Wr TO MAKE anz changes in the above data? answer xes OR N (NO)'.
XES
TO GIVE HSU BILLETS TIPS 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BX BLANK SPACES)
Ot 000000100000000
TIPS NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAX HAVE TO BE CHANCED*.
TXPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
C$
27
CURRENT nVHSSRS OP 3ILLETS
£2i 2£2d££2di£2£ d £ £1 £2 £ £1 £2 21 £2/3 c<*n cs hi m hz h*
27. CVH O04000120000000
DO JOU WANT TO MAKE ANT CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER IES OR N (NO)
I
TE3
TO GIVE HEW BILLETS TYPE 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BT BLANK SPACES)
Ot 000000120000000
TXPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED*.
TXPING MEANS NO MORE CHANCES ARE NEEDED.
DO IOU WANT TO MAKE CHANGES IN ANT OTHER BILLET MATRIX? ANSWER XES OR N (NO)
I
IES
BILLET MATRIX OPTIONS: PROP&PILOT-l /PROP-2 /PILOT'S /AVIATION-* /APPORTIONED-*
Ot
H
TTPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAX HAVE TO BE CHANGED*.
TIPIHG MEANS NO HORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
0:
25
CURRENT NUMBERS OP BILLETS
£2i 2£2d£££d££2£ d £ £i £2 £ £1 £2 21 22£2 11LI 21 £1 £2 £2 £i
2 5. CV 1 000000000000000
DO XOU WANT TO MAKE ANX CHANCES IN THE ABOVE DATA? ANSWER XES OR N (N0)>.
IES
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TXPE 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BX BLANK SPACES)
0: 004000000000000
TXPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAX HAVE TO BE CHANGED*.
TXPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
0:
26
CURRENT LUMBERS OP BALLETS
NO^ ORGANIZATION A C CI C2 £ £1 £2 21 22£2 2H£- 2£ £1 £2 11 11
26. CV 2 000000000000000
196

CHANGE- X (CONT. )
DO YOU WANT TO MAKE AM CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA?
YES
ANSWER YES OR N (NO) I
TO GIVE NEW BILLETS TIPS 15 NUMBERS (SEPARATED BY BLANK SPACES)
Q: 001*000000000900
TYPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAT HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.







CURRENT NUMBERS OF 2£££££5"
i £ £i £2 i £1 £2 £i 21L1 ULl 2i £1 11 11 11000000000000090
DO YOU WANT TO MAKE ANY CHANGES IN THE ABOVE DATA?
YES
ANSWER YES OR N (NO)
I
TO GIVE HEW BILLETS TYPE IS NUMBERS (SEPARATED BY BLANK SPACES)
0: 004000000000000
TYPE NUMBER OP ORGANIZATION WHOSE BILLETS MAY HAVE TO BE CHANGED'.
TYPING MEANS NO MORE CHANGES ARE NEEDED.
C:
DO YOU WANT TO MAKE CHANGES IN ANY OTHER BILLET 'MATRIX?
NO
ANSWER YES OR N (NO) I
ANSWER YES OR N (NO)
I
DO YOU WANT TO MAKE THESE CHANGES PERMANENT?
NO
NO ALTERATION HAS BEEN MADS IN THE PILE.
CHANGE OPTIONS'.
DCNS~Q/0RGAUIZATIONS-l/T0URS-2/BILLETS-3/GRADSS-i*/INVTRT-S /ORGANIZATIONS BY PY-i
TYPE ONE OP THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
Qi
o
OPTIONS: DONE-0 /DATA-l /CHANGE-2 /RESULT-*
TYPE QUE OF THE NUMBERS LISTED ABOVE'.
U:
3
• THE FOLLOWING RESULTS MAY BE DISPLAYED BY TYPING THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER:
0. DONE WITH DISPLAYING RESULTS TYPE
1. BILLET REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH TOUR AND FISCAL YEAR TYPE 1
2. SUPPLY OP ELIGIBLE OFFICERS FOR EACH TOUR AND PI TYPE 2
3. SEATOUR OPPRTUNITY (SHORTFALL) FOR EACH TOUR AND FY TYPE 3
». BILLET RATES (REQUIREMENTS DIVIDED BY TOUR LENGTHS) TYPE 4
SEATOUR OPPORTUNITY (SHORTFALL) OF ELIGIBLE PROPlPILOT OFFICERS IN PERCENTAGE
lill A C CI C2 E El B2 CI C2/3 C4/5 G6 H\ H2 HI HH
1331 (10) 27 69 69 50 23 9 55 58 17 16 11 11 S 5
1982 (4) 3«* 66 66 68 40 8 54 55 20 16 17 17 6 6
1333 91 37 59 59 82 68 9 47 48 16 15 23 23 9 9
19a<4 33 <iS 73 73 75 82 17 40 43 15 14 25 25 14 14
1985 80 38 83 83 75 77 30 4S 44 14 13 24 24 19 19
1936 79 30 99 99 87 8S 31 70 61 11 11 24 24 20 20
1981- 35 93 3S 69 69 68 50 12 47 49 16 IS 18 18 9 9
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